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Abstract
In manufacturing industries enormous amount of high-salinity process water is generated,
which salt content is limiting its further use. Consequently, desalination and process water
treatment are priority in industrial water management. Beside of high salt content heavy metal
content makes the treatment process more complicated. Regarding this, several different
technologies are available; precipitation, evaporation, ion exchange, complex forming, etc., but
usually a combination of these represents the real solution for heavy metal removal. Among
these methods, membrane processes are widely studied as environmentally friendly processes
because of their advantages; no (or low levels of) chemical addition is required.
Electrodialysis (ED) is an emerging technology in drinking water production, however
only a few reports are available where ED is used for treatment of metal containing high salinity
waters, particularly not for real ones originating from industry. It is beneficial to investigate the
upcoming treatment opportunities like ED, and compare to well-known and proven
technological solutions.
In course of my work, at first applicability of nanofiltration (NF) and ED was studied and
compared, concerning high-salinity heavy metal containing model- and real process waters,
originating from electroplating industry. Optimal operation conditions of both techniques were
determined as well. The study revealed that both NF and ED are efficient technologies for heavy
metal removal, though they provide different demineralization rates, rejection and extraction
percentage for sodium- and chloride ions. However ED seems slightly more effective in
treatment of the examined samples due to high monovalent ion content of them.
Evaporation is a common thermic method, which can produce similar low conductivity
purified phase as the ED independently of the monovalent ion content of the feed, so these
techniques were compared in aspect of the specific electric consumption related to 1 dm3
produced purified water. ED was proven to be significantly more efficient than heat-pump
vacuum evaporation, since it needed approximately one order of magnitude lesser electric
energy to generate one unit of pure water from 6000 ppm NaCl feed solution, as well as
regarding different type of industrial high salinity process waters.
Finally, a model was elaborated according to the resistance model and Kohlrausch
implication, in favour of describing the ED process and to estimate the results of ED treatment
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of process water having a given composition. The model could have a great benefit in case of
implementation of ED technique to an industrial process chain for estimation the necessary
operating conditions, in order to meet the required emission limits of the state, the required
water quality of technological water for reuse or the required maximal conductivity proportional
to concentration, to minimize the volume of hazardous liquid wastes.
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1. Introduction
Motivation
71% of Earth’s surface is covered by water and its estimated total volume is 1386 million
km3. Despite of this enormous amount, water is considered as the second limiting resource after
crude oil. The main reason is that the accessible and directly usable amount of water is only
approximately 0.03% of the total supply [1]. Direct utilisation of water is limited first of all by
the total salt content, besides of this, inorganic and organic pollutants limit the further usability.
According

to

the

salinity

we

can

differentiate

four

groups:

fresh-(<0.5 part per thousand; ppt), brackish- (0.5 – 30 ppt), saline- (30 – 50 ppt) and brine
water (>50 ppt). Only fresh and brackish water are directly consumable or useable for
agricultural irrigation if their salt content is below 20 ppt [2].
Figure 1. Natural waters types according to salt content

On the other hand, the increasing population of the world requires increased demand of
water, food, energy as well as welfare products to maintain or even increase living standards of
humanity. This phenomenon is coupled however, with huge amount of wastes generated during
the supply. To balance the enormous quantities of waste streams, focus is turned to prevention
by means of reducing the volume of effluents if possible and releasing less harmful pollutants.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Industry puts great effort into production of high-quality products with high yield,
simultaneously aiming to generate less waste, even though the technology improvement is
always a great challenge.
The rapidly increasing population and expanding industry introduce the issue that how
long could the humanity push the limits without exploit and damage the nature irreversibly. The
principle of sustainable development desires to help finding a balance between meeting the
current goals of human needs and development, while preserving and protecting the natural
resources and maintaining the stability of natural systems, so the future generations could also
thrive. The main practical tool to implement this principle to the practice is the directive of Best
Available Techniques (BAT). The essence of it, the most effective and advanced method has to
be used in favour of environmental protection, what is still economically justified. “Technique”
means both the used technology and the way how the installation is designed, operated and
decommissioned, “available” implies those techniques which can be implemented to the
industrial sector regarding both technological and economic considerations, and “best” means
the most effective way to reach high level of protection of the environment. BAT is an
integrated approach concerning the three elements: air, soil and water as well. The realisation
of sustainable development and BAT require the involvement of both public and industrial
sector. In practice, this requires the maximal use of renewable resources and extend the
durability and recyclability of products in such way this provides economic advantage to the
producers, while meeting the needs of the society. The main principles of sustainable
development are the followings [3]:
•

Applying zero emission technology if possible, or convert the maximal fraction of
the raw materials to useful products;

•

Minimized production of wastes (e.g. waste/process water treatment with clean
technologies);

•

Recovery and recycling of used natural resources, raw materials or processed raw
materials;

•

Production of renewable raw materials and use of renewable energy;

•

Processes designed to be safe.

Considering that production technologies cannot be changed easily, more focus is given on the
efficient treatment of wastes to reduce volume and/or lessen the concentration of pollutants to
reach the emission limits.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 1. Wastewaters generated by industry (million m3), selected examples [4]

Country

Total industry
[million m3]

Manufacturing
industries
[million m3]

Inhabitants
[million capita]

Specific release
[m3/capita]

Hungary1

154

130

9.9

15.6

Belgium2

530

240

11.2

47.3

1535

1181

80.6

19

Germany

3

Spain3

6335

602

46.8

135.4

4

Bulgaria

154

91

7.3

21.0

Slovakia4

192

163

5.4

35.6

Enormous quantity of wastewaters is generated in the industrial sector (Table 1), especially in
manufacturing industries (incorporating electrochemical industry, electroplating plants, mining
or food and beverage industry). These wastewaters can be characterized according to their main
constituents as: i) inorganic pollutant containing wastewaters called as process waters (effluents
of electrochemical industry, electroplating plants, mining), or ii) organic compound-containing
wastewaters (originating from food and beverage industry).
Dual goal can be achieved by process water treatment; to gain purified water and recover
valuable compounds. Focusing on process waters of group i) they represent extreme pH, salt
content as well as ionic metal content. Due to these properties biological treatment must be
avoided and the essential treatment should be executed via physicochemical methods. Several
techniques exist for the treatment of metal containing liquids like precipitation, electrolysis,
evaporation, ion exchange, complex forming, etc., but usually a combination of these represents
the real solution for heavy metal removal. Among these methods, membrane processes are
widely studied as environmentally friendly processes for heavy metal recovery because of their
advantages; no (or low levels of) chemical addition is required, unlike conventional
clarification, which generally relies on the addition of coagulants and flocculants. Membranes
are modular and compact; they can separate several molecules depending on their pore size; the
driving force can be assured easily (especially in case of pressure-driven membrane filtration)
[5]. Another advantage is that separation is achieved without requiring a change of physical
state (i.e. liquid to gas), thus membrane processes are typically more energy efficient than
evaporation. Cross-flow filtration mode helps to reduce accumulation of particles on the

1

2006
2009
3
2010
4
2011
2
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membrane surface, thus makes it possible to operate continuously under steady state conditions
without requiring regeneration cycles (as in ion exchange). In case of membrane processes the
separation is usually performed at ambient temperature, thus allowing temperature-sensitive
fluids to be treated without its constituents being damaged or chemically altered. According to
some experts, membrane technologies have been considered too expensive for wastewater
reclamation in most industrial processes. Although this situation is changed with the new
generation of membranes (together with increasing implementation of modern techniques such
as MBR technology) [5].

Scope of the work
Especially in manufacturing industries incorporating electrochemical industry,
electroplating plants, mining or food and beverage industry huge amount of wastewaters is
generated. As a consequence, desalination is priority and process water treatment is a crucial
part in industrial water management.

Process waters of electroplating industry
In electroplating industry huge amount of water is utilised for preparation of galvanic
bathes and rinsing of the plated pieces. The general technological scheme of electroplating
processes is illustrated in Figure 2, as well as the main component of the bathes, which are the
main pollutants from the aspect of process water treatment. The basic steps are the degreasing,
electric degreasing, different activation processes before each plating bathes, formation of
copper base layer and at last the further metal layers. After each main step a static and two
continuous rinsing bathes take place, respectively.

Figure 2. General technological scheme of electroplating
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Prior to moving the pieces to be plated to a next position a drop-down period is applied to
minimise the effect of drag-out, though this drop-down period can’t last too long, to avoid the
possible oxidation of the surface of the pieces. As the result of drag-out, a small amount of the
previous bath gets mixed to the next one, thus elevating the salt- and heavy metal concentration
of the rinsing bathes, what deteriorates the quality of rinsing, so the static rinsing bath have to
be replaced frequently. The main polluting components are heavy metals and inorganic
compounds, but organic complexing agents present as well, like citric acid.
The continuous rinsing bathes are recirculated generally through ion exchange systems to
eliminate the heavy metal pollutants, but they require regular regenerations. The regeneration
process consumes huge amount of NaOH and HCl, as well as deionised water, accordingly
generating huge amount of heavy metal containing high salinity process waters.
The regular maintenance of the tanks, barrels, piping, pumps, etc. neither can be
neglected, so originating from these processes further polluted waters are generated, mostly
contaminated with Na+, NO3- and Cl- ions.

Possibilities of heavy metal and salt removal
Considering the treatment possibilities of high salinity process waters, several
technologies can be applied to minimise the total salinity and eliminate the heavy metal
residues. Most current technologies are evaporation, ion-exchange and membrane technologies,
especially membrane distillation, reverse osmosis, nanofiltration (NF) and electrodialysis (ED).
Electrodialysis is an emerging technology in drinking water production, e.g. seawater
desalination or recovery of certain elements [6]. Only a few reports are available where ED is
used for metal containing high salinity waters, particularly not for real ones originating from
industry.
General problem in electroplating industry is alongside loss of the plating bath during
drag-out, the metal concentration in the rinsing bathes continuously increasing consequently.
By electrodialysis of rinsing water metal content could be concentrated and recycled to the main
bath. Therefore, metal concentration could be restored as well as the water content of the
recycled stream can compensate the loss caused by evaporation. As a result, both materials
losses can be reduced [7].
In metal processing industry, like metal plating, huge quantity of high salinity, heavy metal
containing process water is generated. It is beneficial to investigate the upcoming treatment
opportunities, like ED in proportion to well-known and proven technological solutions, keeping
in mind the principle of sustainable development and BAT.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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At the start of this project, the available literature has been overviewed to map the currently
used technologies as well as to find the gap, i.e. the direction of my research work. Comparative
study on the efficiencies of NF and ED used for real process waters originating from
electroplating industry has not been published yet, only one study has been found what dealt
with the comparison of NF and ED [8]. However, in that the test solutions were metal-free, pure
salt containing test solutions, hence no clear conclusions for real process waters were possible
to derive from those results, which also enlightened the importance and need of a comparative
study regarding efficiencies of NF and ED in case of real industrial process waters.

Aims of the work
The main goal of this project and my dissertation is to develop a treatment technology for
heavy metal contaminated high-salinity process waters, what is highly efficient regarding the
elimination of inorganic pollutants and energy consumption as well, keeping in mind – after
proper up-scaling – the possibility of industrial implementation. In favour of these the following
tasks were assigned:
1.

Applicability of nanofiltration (NF) regarding heavy metal contaminated high salinity
process waters, in case of model solutions and real process waters originating from metal
plating industry.

2.

Effect of temperature on the NF’s heavy metal and salt removal efficiency. Specifying the
optimal operation parameters.

3.

Applicability of electrodialysis (ED) regarding heavy metal contaminated high salinity
process waters, in case of model solutions and real process waters originating from metal
plating industry

4.

Effect of applied voltage on the ED’s heavy metal and salt removal efficiency. Specifying
the optimal operation parameters.

5.

Comparison of NF and ED regarding heavy metal and salt removal efficiency in case of
model solutions and real process waters originating from metal plating industry.

6.

Comparison of NF’s and ED’s efficiency in case of extreme high salinity real process
waters originating from metal plating industry.

7.

Comparison of ED and vacuum evaporation regarding the efficiency of desalination and
specific electric energy consumption.

8.

Mathematical modelling of ED, determination of semi-empirical constants.

_________________________________________________________________________________
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2. Theoretical background
Fundamentals of wastewater treatment processes
Municipal wastewater is derived from the mixture of two type of wastewater with
different origin; domestic wastewater and pre-treated industrial process water. It consist of
dominantly high organic compounds and inorganic pollutants in lesser amount. In a typical
municipal wastewater treatment plant, the water flow is directed trough physical, chemical and
biological treatment, or their combinations.

Figure 3. Typical pre-treatments of industrial process waters
The typical classification of treatment methods are the followings [9]:
•

Pre-treatment: physical and/or chemical aiming to reach the emission limit

•

Primary treatment: physical aiming to separate liquid and solid/suspended phase

•

Secondary treatment: biological aiming to reduce the concentration of organic and
inorganic compounds of the liquid so it has no more negative effect on the
environment

•

Advanced treatment: physical and/or chemical and/or biological, aiming to
enhance the efficiency of pre-, primary- and secondary treatment

•

Sludge treatment and disposal

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Regarding the industrial process waters, the pre-treatment technologies are essential. By
definition, pre-treatment means all the processes that prepare a wastewater to a condition, in
which it can be further treated in conventional secondary treatment, i.e. biological
processes [9]. Industrial process waters requires generally physical and chemical pre-treatment
as well, their typical pre-treatment processes are shown in Figure 3.
In some cases, advanced treatment technologies are also applied during pre-treatment, like ion
exchange or membrane technologies in favour of heavy metal or salt residue removal.

Environmental effects of process water
originating from metal processing industry
If the pollutants produced during surface treatment activity are released to the
environment, they can cause significant modification or damage on it. The impact of these
various type of pollutants on the ecosystem is expressed different ways, what can be direct or
indirect effect as well. For example, certain pollutants like heavy metals, depending on their
chemical form and their quantity, can be immediately poisonous or even lethal for a living
being. However, indirect or deferred effects are more difficult to detect. They interfere with the
physical-chemical and/or biological conditions of the environment, e.g. elevate or attenuate the
toxicity of other substances, or produce disequilibrium in the environmental elements. They
also announce the risk of long-term toxicity due to accumulation of non-metabolizable or noneliminable substances. So, it has to be emphasised that we have to keep in mind the principle
of sustainable development and the best available technique, because though the pollutant’s
concentrations are under the limit set by environmental regulations, the effluent still contains a
low percentage of toxic compounds, e.g. heavy metals or other pollutants which can not be
eliminated by conventional wastewater treatment, consequently they still represent higher acute
toxicity level compared to the original natural environment. Following the accumulation in the
ecosystem through the food-chain, these pollutants influence the human alimentation and can
cause serious health issues [9].
Several criteria must be considered during the selection of the proper treatment
technology depending on the recipient, the most important ones as follows:
•

For natural environment:
- the type and flow of pollutants,
- the flow-rate of the effluent,
- the current state of the environment and the objectives for improving its quality,

_________________________________________________________________________________
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- the hydraulic aspects of the river or stream.
•

For connection to a sewer system, thus communal waste water treatment plant:
- the type and flow of pollutants,
- the flow-rate of the effluent,
- the capacity of the recipient wastewater treatment plant.
Table 2. Effluent limits for metal processing industries in Hungary [10]
Limit
[mg/L], otherwise marked

Parameter
pH [-]

<6.5 and >10

10' settling solid [ml/L] converted to [mg/L]

150
–

Total suspended solids (TSS)
Total salts (600°C)

2500

Total chloride

0.5

Grease and oils (extracted by hexane)

50

Total CN

1

Easily liberatable CN

0.1

CODCr

1000

BOD5

500

NH4-N

100

Total inorganic N (NO2-N+NO3-N+NH4-N)

120

Total N

150

Total P

20

SO42-

400

2-

1

S2
F-

50

Total Ag

0.1

Total Cu

0.5

Total Fe

20

Total Ni

0.5

Total Sn

2

Total Zn

2

AOX

1

TPH-GC (mineral oil)

10

In case of process waters originating from metal processing industry the adequate pretreatment is crucial due to the heavy metal and high saline content, otherwise besides the
_________________________________________________________________________________
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environment effect, it has deteriorative effect on the secondary biological treatment efficiency
of the waste water treatment process in case of emission to the sewage system. Heavy metals
and high salinity inhibit the bacteria’s metabolism or can even absolutely block it, moreover
the high salinity waters enhance the corrosion of sewage system and installations made of
concrete, so the environmental exposure must be avoided. The effluent limits for metal
processing industries in Hungary are illustrated in Table 2. If contaminated effluents produced
during surface treatment processes are released without adequate treatment, they can cause
significant modification on the components of the natural environment which receive them.

Treatment possibilities of heavy metal containing
process waters
Several techniques can be applied for the treatment of metal containing process waters,
chemical and physical techniques as well, like oxidation/reduction with chemical agents,
precipitation, coagulation-flocculation, sedimentation, filtration, ion exchange, evaporation,
membrane technologies, etc., but usually a combination of these represents the real solution for
heavy metal and salt removal. Among these methods, membrane processes are widely studied
as environmentally friendly processes because of their advantages; no (or low levels of)
chemical addition is required for heavy metal recovery, unlike conventional clarification
processes, which generally relies on the addition of coagulants and flocculants in order to
generating concentrated sludge.
Through oxidation/reduction by means of other chemical agents some soluble pollutant
can get insoluble form, so they precipitate, and they can be eliminated via sedimentation and/or
filtration. Sedimentation can be enhanced by the addition of coagulating and flocculating
agents. Coagulation contributes to the elimination of suspended solids and colloids, by
facilitating their agglomeration and their subsequent separation from the liquid phase. The most
common coagulants are mineral types, generally cations of trivalent metals, such as aluminium
or iron. The purpose of flocculation is to enlarge the flocks formed during coagulation – natural
or forced – to enhance the following solid-liquid separation. These flocculants are inorganic
polymers, long-string organic molecules with high molecular mass (106 to 107 g/mol) having
an ionic structure, what can be anionic or cationic [11] [12].
Ion exchangers contain resins in form of beads or powder. These resins have active groups
which can exchange their mobile ions to other ions with the same valence from a solution in
case of contact, so they retain dissolved salts thus purifying the effluents.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Evaporation is a thermal process which enables the separation of compounds having
significantly different tension at the evaporation’s pressure, thus forming two liquid phases
from the feed solution: condensed solvent phase and concentrate enriched in dissolved
compounds. Typical application of evaporation is separation of dissolved compounds and
volatile solvents. In wastewater treatment this technique is used to reduce the volume of liquid
waste and to recycle utilizable materials [13].
The most common membrane technologies used in the water treatment are the
microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis. These are all filtration
techniques based on size exclusion, their driving force is the transmembrane pressure against
the fluid’s osmotic pressure, but they differ regarding the degree of the applied pressure, their
membrane’s structure and effective pore size. Consequently, they retention ability differs, what
defines their potential application. Comparison of the pressure-driven membrane technologies’
is shown in the Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of the most common membrane technologies [14]
Retention

Filtration
technology

Pore size
[µm]

Applied
pressure
[bar]

Water

Microfiltration

0.008 – 12

1–3

–

–

–

+

Ultrafiltration

0.008 – 0.14

1 – 10

–

–

–

+

Nanofiltration

0.0008 – 0.01

5 – 35

–

–

+

+

0.0001 – 0.0014

15 – 80

–

+

+

+

Reverse
Osmosis

Monovalent Multivalent
ions
ions

Suspended
solids

Electrodialysis (ED) is an emerging technology in the drinking water production and
desalination, but on the other hand it hasn’t been widely introduced yet to the industrial process
water treatment. Though it carries great potential; ED applies electric field gradient as driving
force enabling separation of mineral compounds from feed solution, while moving dissociated
ions through ion-permeable selective membranes [11].
Regarding high salinity waters, copper containing process waters are most typical in
electroplating industry, since copper acts as a base layer before plating further layers.
Consequently, treatment of copper-containing model waters is widely studied. A recent paper
overviewed the currently used treatment techniques of copper containing wastewaters, aiming
to compare the efficiencies of the different methods. By polymer enhanced ultrafiltration (UF)
technique a copper removal efficiency around 90% could be achieved [15]. Noteworthy that
copper is bound to a water-soluble polymer which molecular weight is higher than the actual
_________________________________________________________________________________
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molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of the UF membrane. While size-exclusion acts as the
limiting factor during ultrafiltration, transmembrane pressure against the sample’s osmotic
pressure provides the driving force in case of nanofiltration. NF membrane has the advantage
rejecting multivalent ions though monovalent ions can pass through [8], hence facilitating the
separation of ions having different valences, and providing opportunity for heavy metal removal
as well [16].
Based on the overview of separation techniques nanofiltration, electrodialysis and
evaporation were selected for treatment of process waters in my study, hence described here in
details.

Nanofiltration
The nanofiltration (NF) is a membrane separation technique, based on the size exclusion
of a semi-permeable membrane. The process’ driving force is the transmembrane pressure
against the sample’s osmotic pressure. The pressures required in these units are generally
between 5 – 35 bar. The membrane’s effective pore size differs between 0.0008 and 0.01 µm,
though these are not real pores rather fibers with changing conformation. The membrane rejects
multivalent ions, while monovalent ions can pass through it. In case of charged surface
membranes, higher rejection of ions can be achieved. The process’ influencing parameters are
type of the membrane (material, structure, pore size), liquid’s composition, chemical structure
and functional end-groups, pH of liquid, temperature and applied transmembrane pressure [16].
The key characteristics of the NF membranes are pure water- and permeate flux, recovery
rate, rejection and demineralisation rate, each can be determined via experimental
measurement, referring to the sample to be filtrated.

NF membrane characterisation
Several parameters are applied for characterisation of the membranes, here only those are
mentioned, which are relevant in this study.

2.4.1.1.

Pure water- and permeate flux

Permeate is the volumetric flow, which pass through the membrane as a result of the
driving force. The typical measurement unit of permeate- or pure water flux is [dm3/(m2·h)] in
case of membrane filtration.
𝐽=

1 𝑑𝑉
∙
𝐴 𝑑𝑡

(1)
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where A [m2] is the effective membrane area, V [dm3] is the volume of the purified stream,
i.e. permeate, t [h] is the contact time. Derivate from the pure water flux, the membrane
resistance can be calculated:
𝐽𝑤 =

𝑉𝑃
∆𝑝 − ∆𝜋
=
→ 𝑅𝑚
𝑡∙𝐴
𝜂 ∙ 𝑅𝑚

(2)

where VP [m3] is the volume of the permeate, Δp [Pa] is the applied transmembrane pressure,
Δπ [Pa] is the osmotic pressure of the solution, η [N·s/m2; Pa·s] is the dynamic viscosity of the
permeate and Rm [m-1] is the hydraulic membrane resistance.

2.4.1.2.

Recovery rate

In batch mode a given volume of feed solution is treated, the solute content is
concentrated in a reduced volume on the feed side, while the purified phase leaves the
membrane as permeate. The operation time depends on the quality of the feed solution to be
filtered, membrane type, applied pressure and also the volume reduction factor, i.e. the ratio of
feed volume to the final volume of retentate. In advancement of time as filtration goes forward,
the volume of permeate increases while the volume of feed decreases. When modelling the
permeate flux in the function of operation time, the function does not give information about
the state of filtration, i.e. how much part of the feed solution is treated already. Instead of timedependence, yield-dependence of permeate flux should be used. This option can directly inform
us about the condition and the concentration circumstances of the membrane filtration. Yield is
defined as:
𝑌=

𝑉𝑃
𝑉𝐹

(3)

where Y [-] is the recovery rate or yield, VP [dm3] is the volume of the permeate and VF [dm3]
is the volume of the feed solution.

2.4.1.3.

Rejection

Rejection measurements of both charged and uncharged solutes can be considered as
performance parameter since it gives direct information about the performance of a membrane.
Rejection defined as:
𝑅% = [1 − (𝐶𝑃 /𝐶0 )] ∙ 100

(4)

where CP [mg/L] is the concentration of the followed ion in the permeate after the treatment,
C0 [mg/L] the initial concentration of the followed ion.
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2.4.1.4.

Demineralisation rate

NF can be used for desalination and the total salinity is in proportion to the specific
electric conductivity (hereinafter conductivity), the total salt removal efficiency of the
membrane can be characterized with the demineralisation rate:
𝐷𝑅% = [1 − (𝐸𝐶𝑃 /𝐸𝐶0 )] ∙ 100

(5)

where ECP [µS/cm] is the conductivity of the permeate after treatment, EC0 [µS/cm] the
conductivity of the sample before treatment.

Concentration polarisation in NF
In membrane separation processes, feed mixture contacts the feed side of the membrane,
and permeate is enriched in one of the components of the feed mixture is withdrawn from the
downstream side of the membrane. Because the feed mixture components permeate the
membrane at different rates, the concentration of the non- or slowly-permeating components in
the feed increases, while the more permeable components pass through the membrane. This
phenomenon called concentration polarisation (Figure 4).

δlayer
Feed
flow

δm

Cm

Cb
Cp
J x ci
Figure 4. Simplified model of concentration polarisation in NF

Two approaches have been used to describe the effect of concentration polarization. The
first has its origin in the dimensional analysis used to solve heat transfer problems. In this
approach resistance to permeation across the membrane, and the resistance in the fluid layers
adjacent to the membrane are treated as resistances in series. Nothing is assumed about the
thickness of the various layers or the transport mechanisms taking place.
The second based on the theory, that a thin non-mixed boundary layer is formed on the
surface of the membrane, and the concentration difference provides the driving force through
the membrane for retained solutes.
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Figure 5. Possibilities to reducing the effect of concentration polarisation [17]
Concentration polarization strongly effects the performance of the separation process;
selectivity of separation and the membrane lifetime are deteriorated, because this phenomenon
reduces the driving force within the membrane, thus the flux is decreased; increases the salt
leakage through the membrane and increases the probability of scaling/fouling development.
Fortunately, it exist several possibilities to reduce the concentration polarisation’s effects,
like reducing the applied pressure, reducing the concentration at membrane surface [17]. The
possible solutions are summarised in the Figure 5.

Filtration techniques
The most common filtration technique is the dead-end filtration, which conventionally
applied in particle filtration. The bulk of the flow to be treated flows orthogonally to the
membrane surface and the filtrate flows in the same direction, i.e. orthogonally away from the
membrane surface. The filtered particles remain on the membrane’s surface forming a
“filter-cake”, which enhances the filtration efficiency but increases the total resistance of the
filtration.
Contrary to the conventional filtration techniques, the membrane separation processes
apply mainly cross-flow filtration. The feed fluid flows parallel to the membrane surface; while
the permeable components pass through the membranes orthogonally to the membrane surface,
due to the driving force. The turbulent flow of the bulk solution over the surface minimizes the
accumulation of solutes on the membrane surface, thus facilitating the continuous operation of
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the system. Applying this technique, the concentration polarization can be minimized, and the
fouling of the membrane can be avoided [18].
A schematic drawing of the dead-end and cross-flow filtration is illustrated in the
Figure 6. It is visible that in dead-end filtration the media’s permeability quickly falls off,
making it ineffective and cost-prohibitive, while the cross-flow design allows clean water to
continually pass through the membrane while debris is continually washed away from the
surface, so high permeability can be maintained.

Figure 6. Comparison of dead-end and crossflow filtration [19]

Module types and characteristics
Membrane modules are designed to achieve improved membrane properties, i.e. higher
flux and rejection or selectivity, and better stability, and reduced concentration polarization.
Based on these considerations different modules are available on the market. The simplest
module type is the flat sheet membrane, which is mainly used for test experiments. When
applying cross-flow filtration on a flat sheet membrane, the characteristic of the feed flow
(temperature, concentration etc.) changes along the membrane surface. These changes can be
neglected in case of a bench scale membrane, but not in industrial scale. Attaining better
efficiency, flat sheet membranes are built into plate and frame module. In a module the
membranes sitting on plates which provides physical support, while they are separated from
each other by spacer. Higher product flow can be achieved using membranes larger in area.
If the flow is to be treated contains suspended solids, it is very important to avoid fouling.
Tubular membranes can offer a good choice for the treatment of high suspended solids
containing solutions. Tubular membranes are generally constructed as a membrane layer cast
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on a sturdy backing material. This backing material supports the thin inside membrane layer.
Tubular membranes operate inside-to-outside: the pressurized feed stream flows through the
inside of the tube, while the water permeates through the membranes on the outside of the tube;
or outside-to-inside: the module is merged into the mixture, which is to be separated, and
vacuum is applied at the inside part resulting in cleaned water inside.
Capillary module is a special class of tubular membrane, in which the diameter of a tube
is as wide as capillary tube.
Hollow fibre modules are self-supporting membranes, i.e. the walls are strong enough to
avoid collapse. The outer diameters are typically less than 1.0 mm. Hollow fibre modules
contain thousands of fibres arranged in a “bundle” and potted by epoxy in an outer shell.
Conceptually the design is similar to the capillary and tubular design, but can be operated with
shell side or lumen side feed depending on the membranes and application.
Spiral wound membrane uses flat sheets wound around a central tube. The membranes
are glued along three sides to form leaves attached to permeate channel along the unsealed edge
of the leaf. The internal side of the leaf contains a permeate spacer designed to support the
membrane without collapsing under pressure. This permeate spacer is porous and conducts the
clear phase to the permeate tube [17] [24].

NF in heavy metal removal
Table 4. Cu(II) removal by NF
Type of
technic

Initial
concentration

Applied
pressure

Type of sample

Removal
efficiency

Reference

NF

0.01 M

1–3 bar

model

47-66 %

[20][21]

NF

0.47 M

20 bar

model

96-98 %

[22]

NF

0.5 g/L

15-30 bar

model

97-98%

[24]

NF

2 g/L

15-30 bar

model

97%

[24]

NF

4 g/L

15-30 bar

model

94-95%

[24]

NF

0.79 mg/L

30 bar

real

41-45 %

[23]

Since the membrane rejects multivalent ions, NF can be utilised for elimination of metal
ions from liquid phase. In case of the most common heavy metal pollutant of the metal plating
industry, by nanofiltration 47-98% copper removal efficiency (Table 4) could be achieved
depending on the initial concentration and composition, and transmembrane pressure. Although
the copper concentration seemed to cover the ranges of real process water concentration, the
total initial ion concentrations of the test solutions were far away from high salinity waters,
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even real process waters. Despite the low initial copper concentration, the total salinity had
great influence on copper rejection in case of real process water [23], resulting in a reduced
rejection to half (41-45%) than that of the model solutions (94-98%) [24].

Electrodialysis
Electrodialysis (ED) is a membrane technique, which applies electric field gradient as
driving force. This technique enables the separation of mineral compounds from feed solution,
while moving dissociated ions through ion-permeable selective membranes, forming two
separated flows; a deionised flow called diluate and a concentrated flow called concentrate. The
ED’s influencing parameters are the type of the membrane (material, selectivity), feed’s
chemical composition, applied voltage, temperature, pH of liquid, flow rate of the streams.

Principle of electrodialysis
The principle of ED is illustrated in Figure 7, which shows the schematic diagram of a
typical arrangement of electrodialysis cell. An ED cell consists of a series of anion- and cation
exchanger membranes in an alternating pattern between an anode and a cathode, this whole cell
is also called “stack”. The limit of the maximum number of membrane pairs, which can be
mounted in one stack is related to the total electrical resistance between the two electrodes.
Ideally the resistance of the membranes must be extremely low, so the main contribution to the
total resistance originated from the diluted solution produced between the membranes. In the
stack membranes are alternately arranged, and in the channels between them the solution to be
treated circulates. Spacer are placed between the membranes to enhance the turbulent flow and
provide mechanical support. The electrodes are installed at both ends of the cell, and right
before them a chloride-free rising solution flows, to avoid the formation of chlorine gas.

Figure 7. Principle of ED
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The feed is led into the cell parallel to the membranes surface, similarly to cross-flow filtration.
When electric field is applied on the cell, the cathode gets negative and the anode gets positive
charge, so the anions moving toward the anode, while cations moving toward the cathode.
During the migration of the ions, anions pass through the anion exchanger membranes, but are
retained by the cation exchanger membranes; similar effect occurs with the cations. The
eventual result is the increment of ion concentration in every other compartment,
simultaneously decreasing ion concentration in every second compartments. The concentrated
solution is called concentrate, the depleted solution is referred to diluate [25] [26]. These two
flows are physically separated, thus they do not mix with other streams. On the other hand, it
has to be noted that components without charges, like organic pollutants, can pass through the
membranes. A steel frame compresses the membranes and spacers to prevent leakage inside the
stack.

Electrode reactions
Direct current is conducted into the system via metal electrode at each end of the stack.
In favour of prevent corrosion, electrodes are usually made of titanium or platinum plated. High
chloride concentration in the feed and high applied voltage reduce the electrode lifetime, which
is generally 2-3 years.
Simultaneously, on each electrode chemical reaction occurs, usually H2 gas is formed on the
cathode:
(acidic environment)
(alkaline environment)

𝐻 + + 2𝑒 − → 𝐻2 (𝑔)

(6)

2 𝐻2 O + 2 𝑒 − → 𝐻2 (𝑔) + 2 𝑂𝐻 −

(7)

While on the anode O2 gas formed when using inert materials as anode:
(acidic environment)

2 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝑂2 (𝑔) + 4 𝐻 + + 4 𝑒 −

(8)

(alkaline environment)

4 𝑂𝐻 − → 𝑂2 (𝑔) + 𝐻2 O + 4 𝑒 −

(9)

If the feed contains dissolved chloride ions, chlorine gas formation can occur on the anode:
2 𝐶𝑙 − → 𝐶𝑙2 (𝑔) + 2 𝑒 −

(10)

The chemical reactions on the electrodes acidify and alkalinize the electrode rinsing
solution via formation of H+ and OH-. The alkaline pH could lead to undesired salt precipitation,
if the feed contains Mg2+ or Ca2+. To prevent this effect, the rinsing solutions are continuously
recirculated and mixed in a closed system [25].
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Gibbs–Donnan effect
In case of ED a typical effect is the Gibbs–Donnan effect, which describes the behaviour
of charged particles near a charged semi-permeable membrane. Ions with a charge opposite to
the fixed charged groups are able to permeate the membrane freely and carry almost all of the
current through the membrane. On the other hand, the ions which charges are identical to the
fixed charged groups of the membrane can not pass through, resulting in an uneven distribution
of charges on the two sides of the membrane. Because the system aims equilibrium and the
membranes are normal cation- and anion exchange membranes, the ion transport through the
membranes is concomitant of the change of pH [27].
Techniques based on Gibbs–Donnan effect can be utilised for the selective separation of
heavy metals from liquid phase and acid recovery.

Membranes and spacers
Ion exchanger membranes are ion exchange resins in a film form, but they need a stable
reinforcing material that provides strength and dimensional stability. Two type of ion exchanger
membranes are utilized in electrodialysis processes, both are electrically conductive. Cation
exchanger membranes allows only the positively charged ions to pass through it, and generally
consist of crosslinked polystyrene that has been sulphonated to produce –SO3H group attached
to the polymer. In aqueous media this sulphon group ionizes, producing a mobile counter ion
(H+) and a fixed charge (–SO3-). Of course, other types of negatively charged groups are
available as well, such as: –COO-; –PO32-; –PO3H-; –C6H4O-, etc.
Through anion exchange membranes only the negatively charged ions can pass through, usually
they have fixed positive charges from quaternary ammonium groups (–NR3+), but there are
other types as well, like: –NH3+; –NRH2+; NR2H+, etc.
Both types of membranes have similar attributes [25]:
•

low electrical resistance;

•

insoluble in aqueous solutions;

•

semi-rigid structure for easy handling during assembly;

•

resistant to change of pH between pH 1 to pH 10;

•

resistant to osmotic swelling;

•

long life expectancies;

•

resistance to fouling;

•

washable and re-hydratable.
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Depending on the manufacturer, the thickness of the membranes differs between 0.1 to 0.6 mm.
According to the membrane’s chemical structure, i.e. how the charged groups are
connecting to the matrix, homogeneous and heterogeneous membranes can be distinguished. In
case of homogeneous membranes charged groups are chemically bonded, while heterogeneous
membranes’ charged groups are physically mixed with the membrane matrix.
Spacers are plastic separators between the membranes, providing the flow paths of the
diluate and concentrate streams and strengthen the physical stability of the membranes. The
spacers are made of polypropylene or low-density polyethylene, and alternately positioned
between the membranes, creating two independent flow paths for the diluate and concentrate.
There are various spacer designs, but the most significant ones are the “sheet-flow” and
the “path-flow” types. In case of sheet-flow spacer design the compartments are vertically
arranged and the flow path relatively short. The flow velocity of the feed is between
2 – 4 cm/s and the pressure loss is relatively low, i.e. between 0.2 and 0.4 bar in the stack.
Regarding the path-flow spacer design the compartments are horizontally arranged and
have a long narrow tortuous channel for the liquid path. The feed’s flow velocity is relatively
high, i.e. between 6 and 12 cm/s, but the pressure loss is more significant, i.e. between 1 and 2
bar. This build-up provides better control of concentration polarisation and higher limiting
current density (see later, in 2.5.6 ) [28].

ED membrane characterisation
Likewise regarding nanofiltration, in case of electrodialysis several methods exist to
characterise the membranes, here just those are mentioned which are relevant to this research.

2.5.5.1.

Recovery rate

Recovery rate can be used in batch and continuous mode operation as well. In batch mode
a given volume of feed solution is treated, the ions moving from the feed or diluate to the
concentrate phase. By the recovery rate or yield we obtain information of the recuperated
amount of liquid.
𝑌=

𝑉𝑖
𝑉𝐹

(11)

where Y [-] is the recovery rate or yield, Vi [dm3] is the volume of the dilute or concentrate and
VF [dm3] is the volume of the feed solution.
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2.5.5.2.

Percentage extraction

The percentage extraction of each ionic components in the solution is calculated as
follows:
𝑃𝐸% = [1 − (𝐶𝐷 /𝐶0 )] ∙ 100

(12)

where CD [mg/L] is the concentration of the followed ion in the diluate ED after the treatment,
C0 [mg/L] the initial concentration of the followed ion. The percentage extraction provides
information of the ion removal efficiency. The expression of the calculation is similar like the
rejection (see Eq. 4) used for nanofiltration, thus providing ground to the legit comparison of
the two technique.

2.5.5.3.

Demineralisation rate

Demineralisation rate provides information about the total salt removal efficiency of the
treatment, what is proportional to the specific electric conductivity. Similarly to nanofiltration
(see Eq. 5), demineralisation rate can be calculated as follows:
𝐷𝑅% = [1 − (𝐸𝐶𝐷 /𝐸𝐶0 )] ∙ 100

(13)

where ECD [µS/cm] is the conductivity of the diluate after the treatment, EC0 [µS/cm] the
conductivity of the sample before treatment, i.e. feed.

2.5.5.4.

Separation coefficient

Separation coefficient defines that related to the slowest eliminating component, how fast
are the other components eliminating:
𝑆(𝑡) =

(𝐶𝐴 (𝑡)/𝐶𝐴 (0)) − (𝐶𝐵 (𝑡)/𝐶𝐵 (0))
∙ 100%
(1 − 𝐶𝐴 (𝑡)/𝐶𝐴 (0)) + (1 − 𝐶𝐵 (𝑡)/𝐶𝐵 (0))

(14)

where CA(t) [mg/L] and CB(t) [mg/L] the concentration of component A and B in diluate after
a certain time of treatment, CA(0) [mg/L] and CB(0) [mg/L] the initial concentration of A and B
component. While A is the limiting (slowest eliminating) component, so CA > CB.

2.5.5.5.

Current efficiency

In the electrodialysis process the applied current can not be utilized entirely for
desalination of the feed solution. Several factors can influence the process, resulting in
incomplete current utilization, like [29]:
•

the membranes are not perfectly selective,

•

there may be parallel current paths through the stack manifold,
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•

water transfers through the membranes due to osmosis and electro-osmosis,

•

at high current density and low salt concentration H+ and OH- can be generated
(“water splitting”) and can participate in the current-carrying process.

Besides influencing the current efficiency, water splitting must be considered because it
can lead to notable pH-change in the electrolyte solutions. This phenomenon can be avoided by
proper cell design and controlled concentration polarization.
The total current efficiency is defined as the current required in practice to obtain a certain
amount of product water of a given quality, divided by the theoretically required current:
𝐸𝐶 =

F ∙ (𝑉(0)𝐷 ∙ 𝐶(0)𝐷 − 𝑉(𝑡)𝐷 ∙ 𝐶(𝑡)𝐷 )
𝑛 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ ∆𝑡

(15)

where F is the Faraday constant (F = 96485.3329 A·s/mol), V(0)D and V(t)D are the initial and
final volumes of the diluate solution [L], C(0)D and C(t)D are the initial and final concentration
of the electrolyte in the diluate in equivalents [L-1], n [pcs] is the number of membrane pairs,
I [A] is the current passing through the system and Δt [s] is the time interval of the treatment.

Concentration polarisation and limiting current
density in electrodialysis

Figure 8. Simplified model of concentration polarisation in ED
Regarding concentration polarisation, similar phenomenon occurs during electrodialysis
like in case of nanofiltration, though the interpretation is a bit different. The concentration
polarisation supervenes due to the different transport number of ions in the fluid phase and the
membrane. In the solution anions and cations carry approximately equal amount of current,
while in the ion exchange membrane the current is carried almost solely by counter-ions due to
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the exclusion of co-ions. As a result, higher ion transport can be evolved in the membrane than
in the solution, and a concentration gradient is formed near the membrane surface appearing as
a diffusion boundary layer (δlayer). In the diluate compartment the concentration decreases in
relation to the bulk of the feed, while in the concentrate compartment the concentration
increases, accordingly [25].
Depending on the applied current density, the ion concentration in the diluate
compartment at the membrane surface can reach almost zero value. This current density, where
the concentration of the ions on the membrane surface in the diluate approaches zero, called
limiting current density [mA/cm2] and defined as:
𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚 =

𝐶0 ∙ D ∙ 𝑧𝑗 ∙ F
𝛿 ∙ (𝑡𝑗𝑚 ∙ 𝑡𝑗𝑠 )

(16)

where C0 [mol/L] is the concentration of the salt within the solution, D [cm2/s] is the salt
diffusion coefficient in solution, zj [–] the charge of the counter ion, F (F = 96485.3329 A·s/mol)
is the Faraday constant, δ [cm] is the thickness of the diffusion boundary layer, are 𝑡𝑗𝑚 [–] and
𝑡𝑗𝑠 [–] the transport number of the counter-ion in the membrane and in the solution, respectively.
The limiting current density can be determined by drawing the applied current
density – membrane potential curve (see Figure 9); the limiting current density is the current

I [mA/cm]

value where the curves’ slope is zero [30][31].

Ilim

Φm(V)

Figure 9. Typical applied current density – membrane potential curve [25]
According to the classical theory of concentration polarisation, current greater than the
limiting current should not occur, because the ion concentration near the membrane is
approximately zero, thus the resistance approaches infinite. However, in case of ion-exchanger
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membranes current higher than the limiting value can be observed. This phenomenon attributed
to the concentration polarisation side-effects, such as:
•

exaltation of ions: it was observed, that the H+ and OH- ions generating an electric
field, which stimulates the flow of ions within the solution to the membrane surface;

•

water dissociation: at high current density and low salt concentration the water
dissociates near the membrane surface, generating H+ and OH- ions, thus modifying
the pH and may leading to the unproductive growth of current;

•

gravitational convection;

•

electro-convection.

If the limiting current density in the ED process is exceeded, the efficiency of the process
can drastically decrease due to the increase of the electrical resistance of the solution. In
addition, the water dissociation generating H+ and OH- ions can cause the change of pH of the
solution near the surface of the membrane. This can generate further problems, such as
“scaling”; metal hydroxide deposits on the surface of the membrane or if the membrane is not
enough resistant to acidic/alkaline environment, it can degrade [32].

Fouling and scaling
Fouling and scaling are caused by deposition of dissolved matters in the feed solution on
the membranes’ surface.
Small particles suspended in the feed are usually removed via physical treatments, like
sand filtration, coagulation-flocculation enhanced filtration or membrane filtration. However
extremely small particles can pass through the filter, and entering the ED unit deposit on the
membranes’ surface. Organic fouling of ion exchange membranes is one of the major problems
in ED. It is caused by the precipitation of colloids on the membranes’ surface. Since most of
the natural colloids in the water are negatively charged, mostly the anion exchanger membranes
are affected. Generally, with proper mechanical cleaning and treatment with dilute bases and
acids original properties of the membranes can be restored. Small organic anions that can enter
the membrane and detergents are poisonous to the membranes, causing drastic increase of
membrane resistance.
Scaling is the formation of inorganic salt crystalline precipitate, usually on the cation
exchange membrane, where the concentration of cations is high due to concentration
polarization. Scaling decreases the efficiency of ED significantly. They can be removed via
chemical treatment [29].
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The phenomena of fouling and scaling can be avoided with applying ED reversal. In this
operating mode the polarity of the electric field applied on the stack is reversed in certain
interval of time. Accordingly, the flow streams are reversed as well, the diluate cell becomes
concentrate cell, and conversely. As a result, the precipitated salts and colloid materials can be
re-dissolved and removed with the flow stream [25][33].

ED in heavy metal removal
Electrodialysis is an emerging technology in drinking water production [6], e.g. seawater
desalination or recovery of certain elements. Only a few reports are available, where ED is used
for metal containing high salinity waters [34], they provide results regarding model solutions
and particularly not attend to real samples originating from industry.
General problem in electroplating industry is that alongside the loss of the plating bath
during drag-out, the metal concentration in the rinsing bathes continuously increases. By
electrodialysis of rinsing water, the metal content could be concentrated and recycled to the
main bath. Therefore, metal concentration could be restored as well as the water content of the
recycled stream can compensate the loss caused by evaporation. As a result, both materials’
loss can be reduced [7]. Electrodialysis was successfully applied for the treatment of synthetic
solution simulating rinsing water of bright nickel electroplating bath. After electrodialysis the
specific electric conductivity of the model solution was decreased significantly, and the purified
fraction was reused as rinsing water. It was estimated that in case of real process water treatment
the concentrated fraction enriched in nickel could be recycled to the electroplating bath [35].
Lately, ED technique enhanced with complex formation method was applied to
investigate the possibility of selective zinc recovery from simulated electroplating industry
wastes, in a laboratory batch system. The effects of different chelating agents, and ion exchange
membrane (hetero- and homogeneous) type on zinc and iron molar fluxes were evaluated. This
technique provided an efficient zinc ion separation from iron [36].
Although prosperous results were achieved for synthetic solutions, electrodialysis has not
been used for treatment of metal contaminated real process waters.

Resistance model of ED cell
Electrodialysis process can be described based on basic electrochemical rules, e.g. the
resistance model. Differential element of a diluate compartment is illustrated in Figure 10. In a
cell four type of resistances can be considered: resistance of cation exchange membrane,
resistance of anion exchange membrane, resistance of diluate phase and resistance of
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concentrate phase. The resistance of membranes are negligible compared to the streams’, thus
the resistance of an ED cell [Ω] can be calculated as follows [37]:
𝑅 = 𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐶

(17)

where RD [Ω] is resistance of diluate phase, RC [Ω] is resistance of concentrate phase.
Resistance [Ω] of each stream can be described applying their specific electric conductivity:
𝑅𝑖 =

ℎ
𝜅∙𝐴

(18)

where h [m] is the flow length, A [m2] the cross-section of the flow and κ [S/m] is the specific
electric conductivity of the stream.
Specific electric conductivity depends on the ion concentration of the sample:
𝜅 = 𝛬𝑀 ∙ 𝑐

(19)

where ΛM [S∙m2/kmol] is the molar conductivity and c [kmol/m3] is the ion concentration.
At low concentrations the molar conductivity of strong electrolytes can be defined according to
Kohlrausch’s law [37]:
𝛬𝑀 = 𝛬𝑜𝑀 − 𝐾 ∙ 𝑐 0.5

(20)

where Λ˚M [S∙m2/kmol] is the limiting molar conductivity, i.e. molar conductivity of infinite
S∙𝑚2

m3

0,5

diluate solutions, K [kmol ∙ (kmol) ] is the Kohlrausch coefficient.

Figure 10. Differential element of a diluate compartment in ED [37]
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Molar conductivity of infinite diluate solutions depends on the ion composition and can be
calculated as the sum of contributions of individual ions too:
Λ° 𝑀 = υ+ ∙ λ+ + 𝑣− ∙ λ−

(21)

where υ+ and υ– [–] is the numbers of cations and anions, and λ+ and λ– [S∙m2/kmol] are the
limiting molar conductivity of cations and anions.
Limiting molar conductivity of each ion could be calculated as well, though as they are constant
values for each of ion, they can be found in database. Limiting molar conductivity values of
some ions are visible in Table 5.
Table 5. Limiting molar conductivity of some ions [38]
Type of
cation

Limiting molar
conductivity
[mS·m2/kmol]

Type of
anion

Limiting molar
conductivity
[mS·m2/kmol]

H+

34.96

OH–

19.91

Na

+

–

5.01

Cl

7.35

SO42–

16.00

2+

5.36

NO3

–

7.142

½ Ni2+

4.96

Au(CN)4–

3.6

K+
½ Cu

7.63

The value of Kohlrausch coefficient differs in case of each different solution, and can be
calculated according to the Debye-Hückel-Onsager theory as follows:
𝐾 = 𝐴 + B ∙ Λ° 𝑀
S∙𝑚2

m3

0,5

m3

(22)

0,5

where A [ mol ∙ (mol) ] and B [(mol) ] are Debye-Hückel-Onsager coefficients. These
coefficients can be determined as follows:
𝐴=

0.5
𝑧2 ∙ e ∙ F2
2
∙(
)
3𝜋 ∙ µ
𝜀∙R∙𝑇

(23)

where z [–] is the valence, e [C] is the electric charge, F [C/kmol] is the Faraday constant,
µ [kg/(m·s)] is dynamic viscosity, ε [C2/(J·m)] is the electric permittivity, R [8.314 J/(mol·K)]
is universal gas constant and T [K] is temperature.
0.5
𝑞 ∙ 𝑧3 ∙ 𝑒 ∙ F2
2
𝐵=
∙(
)
24𝜋 ∙ 𝜀 ∙ R ∙ 𝑇 𝜀 ∙ R ∙ 𝑇

(24)

where q [–] is a constant.
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According to these above, the specific electric conductivity can be calculated according to the
following equation:
𝜅 = 𝛬° 𝑀 ∙ 𝑐 − 𝐾 ∙ 𝑐 1.5

(25)

It is visible that the correlation between conductivity and concentration is non-linear.

Evaporation
Evaporation is a thermal process in which during the boiling of a fluid solution the solvent
is transformed to vapour, then condensed, while the less volatile components of the feed
solution, like salts and metals remain dissolved, thus are to be continuously concentrated.
According to this, two separated phases are generated; a condensate (distillate of solvent) and
a concentrate. In case of wastewater treatment, this technique is applied to recycle certain
components or to reduce the volume of liquid waste.
In industrial applications the most common solvent is water, which has exceptional high
latent heat of vaporisation (2257 kJ/kg at atmospheric pressure) [39]. The high value of latent
heat of vaporisation is an advantage regarding several aspects, but considering the heat of
evaporation it is a disadvantage, because this technique is a highly energy-demanding process.
Beside of this, the diversion of evolving heat is must be solved as well, in most cases active
ventilation system must be installed too, what means further energy necessity. By changing the
applied pressure, it is possible to shift the water’s boiling point and allow the water to transform
to vapour at lower temperatures with reducing the pressure, or at higher temperatures with
increasing the pressure.
Regarding heat evaporation, the most important operating parameters are:
•

magnitude of the heater surface;

•

type of the heat-transfer media;

•

necessity of constant pressure.

At industrial scale technologies the application of constant pressure can be accomplished easily,
as the most commonly used heat-transfer media is steam (1.8 bar, 117°C, ∆T>10°C). The
energy (heat) necessity of the process can be calculated via balance equations: material-,
component- and heat balance equations, thus advisedly the whole process’ enthalpy, the
quantity of heat what must be transferred, i.e. energy necessity can be calculated.
According to operating mode, batch and continuous operating techniques are available.
Disadvantage of the batch mode is that the operating parameters are changing in time, thus the
physical and chemical parameters (volume of the solution, density, viscosity, specific heat, heat
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transmission coefficient, etc.) are continuously changing too, resulting in the necessity of
complicated calculations regarding the process. Additionally, most of the operation time shall
be applied to “pre-heat” of the feed solution, e.g. to the heat-up of the initial solution to its
boiling point, thus elongating the evaporation process, furthermore as a result greater tanks and
containers shall be used too. Consequently, from practical considerations, application of
continuous operation mode is more expedient in many cases [40].

Fundamentals of continuous evaporation
In case of continuous evaporation, assuming steady-state, the total material balance
equation is the following:
𝑚̇𝑠0 = 𝑚̇𝑠1 + 𝑚̇𝑉

(26)

Regarding the non-evaporating component (solute), the component balance equation is:
𝑚̇𝑠0 ∙ 𝑥0 = 𝑚̇𝑠1 ∙ 𝑥1

(27)

where 𝑚̇𝑠0 [kg/s] is the mass flow of the dilute feed, 𝑚̇𝑠1 [kg/s] is the mass flow of the leaving
concentrate, 𝑚̇𝑉 [kg/s] is the mass flow of the leaving vapour, 𝑥0 [kg dissolved component/kg
solution] is the initial concentration of the feed solution, 𝑥1 [kg dissolved component/kg
solution] is the final concentration of the concentrate.
The enthalpy balance equation of the evaporator when steam acts as a heating fluid is follows:
′
𝑚̇𝐺 ∙ ℎ𝐺" + 𝑚̇𝑆0 ∙ ℎ0 = 𝑚̇𝐺𝐾 ∙ ℎ𝐺𝐾
+ 𝑚̇𝑆1 ∙ ℎ1 + 𝑚̇𝑉 ∙ ℎ𝑉 + 𝑄̇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

(28)

where 𝑚̇𝐺 [kg/s] is the mass flow the heating media (steam) entering the equipment,
𝑚̇𝐺𝐾 [kg/s] is the mass flow of the heating media leaving the equipment (condensate or water),
′
ℎ𝐺" [kJ/kg] is the specific enthalpy of the heating media entering the equipment (steam), ℎ𝐺𝐾

[kJ/kg] is the specific enthalpy of the heating media leaving the equipment (condensate or
water), ℎ0 [kJ/kg] is the specific enthalpy of the feed solution, ℎ1 [kJ/kg] is the specific
enthalpy of the concentrate, ℎ𝑉 [kJ/kg] is the specific enthalpy of the vapour and 𝑄̇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 [kW] is
the evaporator’s heat loss.
Based on the considerations above, the heat- and steam necessity [kW] can be calculated by
rearranging Eq. 28.:
′
𝑄̇ = 𝑚̇𝐺 ∙ (ℎ𝐺" − ℎ𝐺𝐾
) = 𝑚̇𝑆1 ∙ ℎ1 − 𝑚̇𝑆0 ∙ ℎ0 + 𝑄̇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

(29)
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Heat-pump vacuum evaporator
When evaporation is carried out under vacuum, the solvent’s boiling point can be lowered
to a certain level allowing the treatment of temperature sensitive compounds as well. An
upgraded and more energy efficient version of vacuum evaporation is the heat-pump
evaporator, when a heat-pump is attached to the evaporator. Compared to the basic construction
of an evaporator, the heap-pump connects the bowl and the condenser via the working fluid.
The working fluid of the heat-pumps has dual role; acts as a heating medium on the feed side
and cooling medium on the condenser side, thus providing better heat- and energy exploitage.

Figure 11. Schematic draw of Veolia Water R150v03 heat-pump vacuum evaporator [41]
In course of heat-pump vacuum evaporation the feed to be treated is allocated into the
evaporator’s cauldron with help of vacuum. During the evaporation period heat is provided by
heat release of compression of the working fluid, and transferred to the feed through the
cauldron’s surface, thus the feed becomes boiling. Via the boiling solvent is evaporated and the
formed vapour is condensed on the surface of condenser which is cooled by the Joule-Thomson
effect occurring when the working fluid is transported through a plug i.e. it is evaporated. The
working fluid circulates in a closed loop where evaporation and condensation takes places one
after another. The concentrate is the residue of the process, in which the non-volatile
components (salts, heavy metals, etc.) are accumulated, so in case of process water treatment
this liquid phase must be considered as hazardous waste. After driven away the vapour phase
and condensed, clear water can be generated. According these, the process becomes more
efficient regarding energy-consumption [41]. Furthermore, the condensed vapour, i.e. clear
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water phase could be recirculated to an extant process as secondary water utilisation or could
let out to the sewage system directly. Figure 11 shows the schematic drawing of a
Veolia Waters R150v03 heat-pump vacuum evaporator, which was used in the experiments
relating to my work.
The electricity consumption of the unit consists of consumption the mixer’s motor,
ventilator, compressor and centrifugal pump (which generates the vacuum). The heat flow
transferred through the heating-surface is provided by the heat flow regained from the
condensation of the vapour, so the heat-pump vacuum evaporator needs only electricity to
operate. Therefore, in case of a heat-pump vacuum evaporator the heat flow (𝑄̇𝑀 [kW]) retrieved
from the working media cycle, redeems the steam necessity of heating:
𝑄̇ = 𝑄̇𝑀 = 𝑚̇𝑆1 ∙ ℎ1 − 𝑚̇𝑆0 ∙ ℎ0 + 𝑄̇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

(30)

Comparison of different water treatment
technologies based on electricity consumption
From economical aspect it is essential to know how much useful product could be
produced using one unit of invested energy. Thus, regarding water treatment technologies, the
different processes can be compared according to their total energy necessity, during production
of one unit of clear water.
The specific electricity consumption [kW∙h/dm3] referring to 1 dm3 condensate or diluate
volume can be determined as:
𝑃0 =

𝑃̅0 ∙ 𝑡
𝑉𝑡

(31)

where t [h] is the time interval of the measurement, 𝑃̅0 [kW] is the mean value of the total
electric power consumption of the process, regarding the measurement’s interval (indicated on
electric energy consumption-meter after the measurement), Vt [dm3] is the volume of the
condensate or diluate generated during the examined interval.
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3. Applied techniques and
analytical methods
Experimental plan and sample compositions
1st stage: applicability of NF in case of real process
waters and effect of temperature on efficiency
Based on literature studies and our former prosperous results regarding heavy metal
rejection, applicability of nanofiltration of a real process water, originating from a metal plating
plant was tested at first, simultaneously the effect of temperature on the efficiency of
nanofiltration was investigated. The solution to be filtrated was pre-treated by precipitation with
calcium-hydroxide, then filtrated. Isotherm experiments were carried out at 15°C, 20°C, 25°C
and 30°C. The composition of the pre-treated test solution is shown in the Table 6. During the
experiments the key parameters of the membrane were determined; such as pure water flux,
from which the hydraulic membrane resistance can be calculated, permeate flux, permeate
composition and yield, pure water flux after the sample filtration to gain information of the
stability of the membrane, rejection of copper and nickel, and salt removal efficiency, at each
examined temperature.
Table 6. Composition of the pre-treated test solution in 1st stage
Parameter

Unit

Value

-

6.87

mS/cm

30.3

CODCr

mg/L

626

2+

mg/L

0.790

Ni2+

mg/L

0.528

pH
Conductivity
Cu
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2nd stage: applicability of ED for process waters and
the influence of applied voltage on ED’s efficiency
In the 2nd stage of experiments, the applicability of electrodialysis was tested on a model
solution which has similar composition as an average metal plating process water. The effect
of applied voltage on the ED’s efficiency at five different voltage, namely at 2V – 4V – 6V –
8V – 10V for 1 h experimental period, was investigated on a lab scale ED unit. After obtaining
prosperous results, real process water originating from a metal plating plant was tested as well,
applying the same conditions like in case of the model solution. The real test solution was pretreated by precipitation with calcium-hydroxide and filtration, i.e. the same pre-treatment was
applied as in the 1st stage of my study. The initial sample compositions of the 2nd stage of
experiments are illustrated in the Table 7.
The applied conditions (e.g. temperature, pH, flow rate) were in the applicable range of
parameters suggested by the membrane supplier. The key parameters of the membrane were
determined both for model solution and real process water sample at each applied voltage;
demineralisation rate, percentage extraction and separation coefficient of the followed ions. The
effect of applied voltage on conductivity and the absolute current was studied as well.
Table 7. Initial sample composition in 2nd stage
Parameter

Unit

Model

Real

-

3.04

3.02

mS/cm

2.94

3.61

CODCr

mg/L

0

0

2+

mg/L

1.913

13.2

2+

mg/L

1.940

1.312

Na+

mg/L

406

1247

mg/L

60000

0

NO3-

mg/L

22.8

0

2-

mg/L

938

1050

pH
Conductivity
Cu
Ni
Cl

-

SO4

3rd stage: Comparison of NF and ED efficiency
In the 3rd stage of the study, the efficiencies of NF and ED were compared in respect to
salt and heavy metal removal in both case of model solutions and real process waters. The
applied optimal operating parameters for NF and ED were based on the results obtained during
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the 1st and 2nd stage of experiments; isotherm NF experiments at room temperature and 6V
applied voltage in case of ED.
This stage consisted of two main phases both for NF and ED; at first, NaCl and Na2SO4
model solutions having different initial concentrations were tested. Their qualities were in the
range of salt composition and conductivity range of the most common electroplating process
waters. Then three different real industrial process waters were examined under identical
conditions. The overview of the experimental plan regarding the tested samples can be seen
in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Experimental plan: initial sample composition of model solution and the labelling
of real process waters in 3rd stage
Real process waters originating from an operating metal plating plant were pre-treated
with sedimentation processes and filtration in order to eliminate the bulk of the heavy metal
content and avoid overloading the membrane equipment. Two of the samples, labelled as
703-710 and 703CN, contained complexing agents (mainly citric acid) before pre-treatment,
while the third type of sample, labelled as 704 was free of it. Sample 703-710 was in the
conductivity range of the model solutions, between 990 and 10700 µS/cm, while the other two
(703CN, 704) were out of this range, aiming to test extreme circumstances. The composition
of the real process water samples after pre-treatment are shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Sample compositions of the real process water feed in 3rd stage
Process
water
sample
704

Ni2+

Cu2+

Na+

Cl-

NO3-

SO42-

CODCr

pH

Cond.
[µS/cm]

0.452

0.083

7607

46 884

0

975

0

7.99

28 800

703-710

0.500

0.051

1271

4190

0

690

0

8.04

6150

703CN

0.000

0.888

25 172

172 021

0

1430

0

9.58

92 600

The key characteristics of the membranes were determined; pure water- and permeate flux,
rejection and demineralisation rate for NF, while demineralisation rate, percentage extraction
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and separation coefficient for ED. The conductivity, pH, Chemical Oxygen Demand (CODCr)
were measured both for NF and ED. In case of ED the absolute current was followed too. The
concentration of nickel-, copper- and sodium ions were monitored in case of NF, while nickel, copper-, sodium-, chloride- and sulphate ion concentrations were followed in case of ED. The
overview of the monitored parameters is illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Overview of the followed parameters in 3rd stage

4th stage: Comparison of ED and vacuum evaporation:
desalination efficiency and electric energy consumption
In the 4th stage the ED’s desalination efficiency and specific electricity consumption were
compared to the vacuum evaporation’s attributes, which technique is capable to produce
similarly low salt content water as the ED.
In case of these experiments the initial sample was a 6000 ppm NaCl containing test
solution, the main parameters of the 4th stage experiment are shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Main initial parameters in the 4th stage of experiments
Parameter

Unit

Operation time

min

Feed volume

cm3

32000

700

µS/cm

11240

10700

Conductivity of feed

Vacuum evaporation
30+60

30+108

Electrodialysis
60

Regarding the vacuum evaporation, 30 min heat-up period was applied. The momentary
electric energy up-take for the whole system, the distillate’s flowrate, the relative pressure
(vacuum) in the cauldron and the specific electric conductivity of the distillate were monitored
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continuously. The specific electric conductivity of the initial feed and the final concentrate were
determined at the start and end of the experiment, respectively.
In case of ED, the specific electric conductivity, pH and temperature change in time were
monitored continuously both for diluate and concentrate. The whole system’s electric energy
consumption, the initial and final volume of diluate and concentrate was measured too.
For both techniques, the specific electricity consumption relating to the production of
1 dm3 condensate and diluate, and the demineralisation rate were determined and compared.

5th stage Mathematical modelling of ED
Eq. 19 – 25 are describing a condition when the quality and concentration of ions in the
solution are accurately known. In case of real process water a general characteristic parameter,
the specific electric conductivity providing information of the total dissolved salt content. The
aim was to set up a model in which conductivity acts as the key parameter. After determination
of a semi-empirical model’s parameters for pure NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions at a given applied
voltage, and knowing the initial conductivity values of the feed solution to be treated, the rundown of conductivity and absolute current, furthermore the necessary treatment time can be
determined to reach the required specific electric conductivity limit.
Characteristic parameters of the ED test equipment found in operating manual and test
solutions utilised as initial parameters for the modelling of the ED process summarised
in Table 10.

3.1.5.1.

Resistance model

Specific electric conductivity for NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions at different concentrations
were determined and compared. The determination was carried out at first by measurement,
then by calculation according to the Eq. 19 and Eq. 20 derived from the resistance model.
The analysed concentrations were 0; 100; 500; 1000; 2000; 4000; 6000; 8000; 10000;
12000 ppm for NaCl and 0; 100; 500; 1000; 2000; 3000; 4000 ppm for Na2SO4. Each mass of
the necessary salts was weighed out with an analytical balance with a precision of 10-4 g.
According to Eq. 17, the resistance of the membranes are insignificant compared to the
flows’, thus negligible. However, I think otherwise, so in the modelling of the process these
resistances were considered too, accordingly:
𝑅 = 𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐶 + 𝑅𝐴𝑀 + 𝑅𝐶𝑀

(32)

where RAM [Ω] is resistance of the anion exchange membrane, RCM [Ω] is resistance of cation
exchange membrane.
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Specific surface resistances of both types of membranes were considered as constant 8 Ω∙cm2,
i.e. the maximal resistance value provided by the manufacturer.

3.1.5.2.

Modelling of absolute current

In case of 500; 1000; 2000; 6000 ppm of NaCl and 500; 1000; 2000 ppm of Na2SO4
model solutions functions were fitted with Microsoft Excel Solver on the measured absolute
current values of ED carried out at 6V, then semi-empirical constants of the found functions
were determined. Method of least squares was applied for the parameter fittings.
With the help of the resistance model described in 2.5.9 and 3.1.5.1, the absolute current
can be defined as:
𝐼=

𝑈
𝑅

(33)

where I [A] is the absolute current, U [V] is the applied voltage and R [Ω] is the total resistance
of an ED compartment.
According to Eq. 33 derived from the resistance model, the absolute current function of the ED
process was determined, then compared to the measured values.

3.1.5.3.

Modelling of conductivity

In case of 500 ppm, 1000 ppm, 2000 ppm, 6000ppm NaCl and 500 ppm, 1000 ppm,
2000 ppm Na2SO4 model solutions functions were fitted with Microsoft Excel Solver on the
measured specific electric conductivity values of diluate and concentrate streams at 6V of ED
treatment, then the functions’ semi-empirical constants were determined. Method of least
squares was applied for the parameter fittings.
After that, trends were fitted on these semi-empirical constants, and these trends were
used to recalculate the model’s constants to provide such parameters valid in the whole studied
concentration range. Then these recalculated constants were used for modelling the
conductivity values of concentrate and diluate phases during the ED treatment of all samples.
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Table 10. Characteristic parameters of the ED test equipment and test solutions
Parameter

Unit

Value

Applied voltage (U)

V

6

Effective area of anion exchange membrane

m2

0.0064

2

m

0.0064

Ω·cm2

8

Resistance of anion exchange membrane

Ω

0.125

Resistance of cation exchange membrane

Ω

0.125

Flow length

m

0.16

Width of membrane

m

0.04

Space between membranes

m

0.8·10-3

Area of cross-section

m2

3.2·10-3

Number of anion exchange membrane

pcs

10

Number of cation exchange membrane

pcs

11

Number of diluate cells

pcs

10

Number of concentrate cells

pcs

10

Thickness of hydrated membranes

m

0.7·10-3

Length of stack (x directional)

m

32.8·10-3

Ion valence of Na+ and Cl– (zi)

–

1

Ion valence of SO42– (zi)

–

2

Faraday constant (F)

A·s/mol

96485

Electronic charge (e)

C

1,6022·10−19

Flow velocity of diluate

L/h

55

Number of cell pairs

Pcs

10

Dynamic viscosity (µT=25°C)

kg/(m·s)

0.891·10−3

Electric permittivity (ε)

C2/(J·m)

8.854·10−12

Universal gas constant (R)

J/(mol·K)

8.314

K

298

mS·m2/kmol

see in Table 5

Effective area of cation exchange membrane
Surface resistance of membranes

Temperature (T)
Limiting ion conductivities (λ)
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Applied test equipment
Nanofiltration device
NF experiments were performed on a universal bench-scale membrane filtration
apparatus (CM-Celfa P28; CM-Celfa Membrantrenntechnik AG, Bahnhofstrasse 92, 6423
Seewen, Switzerland) in cross-flow mode, which was maintained by a recirculation pump.
Desal DL type flat sheet membrane with an effective area of 28 cm2 was applied. Membrane
selection was based on previous experiments executed with artificial test solutions [23][24].
Typical properties of the membrane are shown in Table 11. Membranes were conditioned with
distilled water before the experiments. Isotherm experiments at the required temperatures were
carried out at a transmembrane pressure of 30 bar. Pressure was adjusted by inert nitrogen gas.
The total volume of the solution to be treated was 500 cm3 in each cases and the continuous
permeate flow were collected in charges. The scheme of the NF apparatus is shown
in Figure 14.
Table 11. Typical properties of DL membranes
Membrane

Operation
pressure [bar]

pH
range

DL/Sterlitech
Corporation

7-35

2-11

Rejection or molecular
weight cut-off
Rejection 96% for MgSO4, or
MWCO 150-300 Dalton

Figure 14. Scheme of the CM-Celfa P28 NF apparatus [42]
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Electrodialysis device
ED experiments were performed on a laboratory scale ED-R unit (Membrain P EDRZ/10-0.8; MemBrain s.r.o., pod Vinicí 87, 471 27 Stráž pod Ralskem, Czech Republic) with 10
pieces of RALEX AM(H)-PP and 11 pieces of RALEX CM(H)-PP heterogeneous ionexchange membranes and PE spacers. Effective surface of the membrane is 64 cm2 each; totally
1344 cm2. Main properties of the ED membranes are illustrated in Table 12. Membranes were
conditioned with distilled water before the experiments. Titanium coated platinum wires were
used as reference electrode both for anode and cathode. The applied voltages were set and hold
with a built-in regulator, which indicated the set voltage and the actual absolute current values
as well. The flow rates of the diluate, concentrate and the electrode solutions were set to 55 L/h.
The processed solution (diluate), concentrate and electrode solution circulate through the unit
in a multi-pass system, so each solution has its own storage tank, pump and piping. The
technological scheme of the ED can be seen on Figure 15.
Table 12. Main properties of the ED membranes
Membrane type/Supplier

RALEX AM(H)-PP/Mega

RALEX CM(H)-PP/Mega

quaternary ammonium

sulphon

pH range (long term stability)

0–8

0–8

Transport number 0,5/0,1 M
KCl

>95%

>95%

2.2

1.8

Ion-exchange group

Ion-exchange capacity [meq/g]

Figure 15. Technological scheme of Membrain P EDR-Z/10-0.8 unit
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Figure 16. RALEX heterogeneous ionexchange membranes

Figure 17. Membrain P EDR-Z/10-0.8 unit

Vacuum evaporation device
Vacuum evaporation experiment was carried out on a pilot scale Veolia Water R150v03
type heat-pump vacuum evaporator, the schematic draw of it is illustrated before, in Figure 11.
This unit operates with R407C gas as secondary working media. The evaporator’s cauldron is
a duplicated, acid-resistant vessel, equipped with a stirrer. The cauldron has a surface of
0.29 m2, participating in heat-exchange.
After 30 min heat-up period the evaporation process was considered steady-state and
stable, and the efficiency and energy consumption were examined after 60 min and 108 min
operation time. The pressure inside the cauldron was stable, 3575 Pa absolute pressure during
the whole steady-state period.

Analytical methods
Specific electric conductivity and pH
In case of NF experiments, specific electric conductivity and pH values of the initial
samples’ and permeate charges’ were determined by a WTW Multi 340 digital multi parameter
meter unit.
In case of ED, specific electric conductivity and pH value of concentrate and diluate were
continuously measured by a WTW 340i pH/conductivity meter.
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Metal ions: nickel, copper and sodium
During NF experiments nickel-, copper-, and sodium ion concentrations of the initial
samples and permeate charges were determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy, with a
Perkin Elmer 3300 Atomic Absorption Spectrometer device. The acetylene and air-flow rates
were set to 1:2. Nickel and copper were measured in absorption mode at 232.00 and 324.75 nm
wavelength, respectively, while regarding sodium ion, emission mode was applied at
wavelength of 589.00 nm
In case of ED nickel-, copper-, and sodium ion concentrations of the initial, final diluate
and concentrate samples were determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy, with a Perkin
Elmer AAnalyst 400 Atomic Absorption Spectrometer device. Nickel and copper were
measured in absorption mode at 232.00 and 324.75 nm wavelength, respectively, while sodium
emission mode was applied at wavelength of 589.00 nm. The acetylene and air-flow rates were
set to 2.5:10.
Each concentration was calculated as mean of 25 parallel measured concentrations
working in a 0.5 – 10 mg/L measuring range for nickel, copper, and 0–150 mg/L for sodium.
The maximum of the standard deviation was always below 0.05% for each analysis during the
whole experiment.

Chemical oxygen demand (CODCr)
CODCr values were measured with Merck COD cell test using photometric determination,
according to the ISO15705 standard.

Chloride ion concentration
Chloride concentrations were determined with Merck chloride cell test using photometric
determination, according to the ISO 7393-2 standard.

Sulphate ion concentration
Determination of sulphate content was carried out with Merck sulphate cell test using
photometric determination, according to the EPA 375.4 standard.

Electricity consumption
In case of ED the total electricity consumption was measured with an EMOS P5821
power consumption metre. During evaporation Basetech COST CONTROL 3000 energy
consumption metre was applied for the momentary electricity consumption measurements.
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Mass measurement
Mass measurements were carried out by a MERA-WAG PRLTA13 analytical balance,
with 10-4 g precision.
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4. Results and conclusions
1st stage: applicability of NF in case of real
process waters and effect of temperature on
efficiency
Based on the results of previous experiments [23] DL membrane was tested as a final
treatment step of process water originating from an electroplating plant. Ca(OH)2 addition,
precipitation enhanced with coagulation-flocculation and press filtration were applied as pretreatment steps for the raw process water, resulting in a moderate metal ion containing solution.
After the pre-treatment, the nickel and copper ion concentrations were still above the emission
limits (see Table 2), which justified the necessity of further treatment. Composition of the pretreated process water (the feed of nanofiltration) is shown in Table 6.
During the experiments the key parameters of the membrane were determined, such as
the pure water flux, from which the hydraulic membrane resistance can be calculated. As
expected, with raising temperature flux raises and stabilises fast, after permeate recovery rate
of about 0.1, as it is visible on Figure 18. With raising temperature the membrane resistance
should decrease, but different phenomenon was experienced (see Table 13). The experiments
were executed on different dates and not in row according to the temperature, it is observable
that hydraulic membrane resistance decreased with advancement of time. Thus, it is aspectable
that the contact time has a more significant effect on hydraulic membrane resistance than
temperature. This trend didn’t turn out at the sample filtration later, because the components of
the sample provide a more vigorous change in membrane resistance than the time.
In contrast to the flux values of model process waters tested previously [23], which were
stable after an initial phase, the flux of the real pre-treated process water at different
temperatures showed S-shaped curves illustrated in Figure 19. Beyond reasonable doubt, this
can be explained by the continuously increasing osmotic pressure difference, concomitant with
increasing concentration on the feed side. Therefore, the decreasing driving force resulted in a
dramatic and continuous decrease in flux as the solution got more concentrated. However, with
increasing temperature the flux increased, the effect of temperature seems insignificant
compared to the effect of recovery rate.
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Figure 18. Pure water flux in the 1st stage
Table 13. Pure water flux and hydraulic membrane resistance in 1st stage
Date

Nr.

Temperature
[°C]

AVG Flux*
[L/m2·h]

Rm
[m-1]

29 Jan

3

15

191.4

1.378·107

29 Jan

2

20

216.5

1.383·107

27 Jan

1

25

241.4

1.396·107

29 Jan

4

30

282.7

1.331·107

*AVG of fluxes after 5 min initial phase

Figure 19. Permeate flux vs recovery rate in case of the real pre-treated sample in 1st stage
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Figure 20. Pure water flux after sample filtration
Table 14. Pure water flux after sample filtrations in 1st stage
Date

Nr.

Temperature
[°C]

AVG DW Flux after
sample filtration*
[L/m2·h]

5 Feb

1

15

160.6

8 Feb

2

20

161.1

9 Feb

3

25

136.7

10 Feb

4

30

156.3

*AVG of fluxes after 5 min initial phase

The pure water fluxes after sample filtrations were determined as well, to inspect the
membrane stability regarding the filtered process water. The fluxes showed similar trend like
the pure water fluxes. It is noticeable that during the whole time of this experiment the
membrane remains stable, the flux do not change significantly in time nor in temperature, all
the curves are running together and after an initial disorder, in a 5% error zone (see Figure 20),
except the green (25°C) curve. This can be explained by the disturbance in pressure during
operation, since the pressure dropped to 29 bar. After replacing the nitrogen gas cylinder, the
curve got back into the 5% error zone (marked by red, data obtained at 30°C). Accidentally, but
this also proofs the stability of the membrane. Comparing the data of the average pure water
flux before and after sample filtrations in Table 13 and Table 14, it can be clearly seen that the
stabilisation of the membrane takes approximately 10 days. This is important information, when
implementing NF to an industrial scale technology. When installing a new membrane, after the
first week, i.e. an initial phase, stable full scale operation can start.
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Figure 21. Copper concentration vs recovery rate

Figure 22. Nickel concentration vs recovery rate

Figure 23. Specific electric conductivity vs recovery rate

Figure 24. Chemical oxygen demand vs recovery rate
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It is clearly visible in Figure 21 and Figure 22 that the temperature applied in the range
of 15 – 30°C has almost no effect on permeate concentrations and rejection both for copper and
nickel. Effluent limit [10] was already reached at a recovery rate of 0.4, and 0.2 in case of
copper and nickel, respectively. For complete evaluation of the efficiency of nanofiltration, the
conductivity of permeates as well as their CODCr values were determined. Since NF membranes
reject multivalent ions while let most of the monovalent ones through, the conductivity can
provide an informative overview about the overall rejection of salinity.
For comparison the initial conductivity of the feed solution is indicated in Figure 23 at
zero recovery rate. The main components of the pre-treated process water were two monovalent
ions, Na+ and Cl-, representing a high salinity. The conductivity of the permeates slightly raised
with raising temperature and raised significantly with the advancement of the NF process. After
the first drop in specific electric conductivity, a monotone increasing trend could be observed
as the process proceeded, indicating that monovalent ions are rather pressed through the
membrane from a more concentrated solutions than divalent ones. At the last charge of
permeate the conductivity increased to a level higher than the feed conductivity, so it can be
concluded that actually the NF turned to an enrichment process, instead of elimination. Due to
such high concentrations ions were physically pressed through the membrane.
Considering CODCr values they all stayed below the limit almost during the whole
process. The required CODCr limit for effluents for electroplating plant effluents is 1000 mg
O2/dm3, which can be kept approaching the recovery rate of 0.8, i.e. 80%. When the retentate
is too concentrated, the complex-forming agent is pressed through the membrane resulting in
an increased COD value (Figure 24).

Figure 25. Copper and nickel rejection vs the temperature in 1st stage
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The rejection data shown in Figure 25 were significantly higher in case of Ni2+ (71-76%)
at all examined temperatures than observed for Cu2+, (41-45%). These rejection values are
much lower than those obtained previously for model solutions [18], which were always above
90%. The explanation of this phenomenon is that in real process waters the existing other ions
hinders the rejection of heavy metals. Highest rejection value was obtained at 15°C both for
nickel and copper ions and at higher temperatures the rejections consequently dropped, though
not significantly, only with an average of 5%.
The pH did not change significantly during the nanofiltration experiments, therefore it is not
plotted on graph.
Based on these results a batch nanofiltration unit can be implemented into the process
chain, when a volume reduction ratio of 2 is applied, i.e. the half of the pre-treated process
water can be further treated with nanofiltration membrane proving a drainable permeate which
fulfil all the requirements of the emission limits. In case of technology extension, continuous
nanofiltration can also be implemented into the process chain, however recycling the retentate
and mixing with the feed is a crucial point of the technology. In case of continuous NF systems,
the recovery rate can be adjusted to 0.2 or 0.25, which avoids a severe concentration of retentate
thus providing a longer operation time.
On the other hand, as the solution gets more concentrated, the possibility for ions being
pressed through the membrane increases. This confirms the importance of pre-treatment as
connected technology, which aims to decrease the loading in favour of enhancing the NF’s
efficiency and longer lifetime of the membrane.
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2nd stage: applicability of ED for process waters
and the influence of applied voltage on ED’s
efficiency
In this study applicability of electrodialysis in case of artificial test solution and real
process water was tested, and after prosperous results the effect of applied voltage on ED’s
efficiency was investigated regarding both types of solutions. The concept was, if the ED
method is efficient in the treatment of a concentrated model process water representing the
average composition of a metal plating process water, it will be presumably applicable for
diluter real process water. The critical followed parameter was the conductivity, which is in
proportion with the total salinity of the sample. Generally, based on observations and
estimation, a water’s total salt content in mg/l is approximately the 40-60% of the conductivity
value in µS/cm, e.g. a solution with 5000 µS/cm conductivity has 2000-3000 mg/l total salt
content. So to be certain, 3000 µS/cm was chosen as target value of conductivity in our
experiments, as the emission limit of total salt content is 2500 mg/l in Hungary [10]. Illustrating
the change of conductivity in time regarding the concentrate and diluate streams (see Figure 26
and Figure 27), the shape and run-down of the curves are similar regarding both types of
samples’, as well as the shape of the diluate and concentrate curves are symmetric in each cases.
This indicates, that all the ions were transported from the diluate to the concentrate, and there
was no significant precipitation or scaling in the system. Model waters’ treatment started at
about 18000 µS/cm and the diluate’s conductivity reached the chosen 3000 µS/cm limit already
at 6 V applied voltage in the 1 h treatment period. While in case of the real process water,
starting from 3000 µS/cm initial conductivity, 1000 µS/cm was reached at all applied voltage
during the treatment.
Concerning the absolute current we also experienced similar character of curves at both
cases (see Figure 28 and Figure 29). Though the trend is more illustrative regarding the model
water; high initial current was measured followed by a decrement of the current. Because of the
decreasing solved ion concentration, what is proportional to the conductivity, the current
decreased as well and continued to approach zero.
At lower initial concentration, in the real process water’s case, higher demineralisation
rates were observed as expected, 76.8% at 2 V and higher than 90% at 4 V applied voltage.
Though in the model process water’s case with higher initial ion concentration, a
demineralisation rate of 96.5% could be reached already at 6 V (see Figure 30 and Figure 31).
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Figure 26. Effect of applied voltage on conductivity in case of
artificial test solution in 2nd stage

Figure 27. Effect of applied voltage on conductivity in case of
real process water sample in 2nd stage

Figure 28. Change of absolute current according to voltage in
case of artificial test solution in 2nd stage

Figure 29. Change of absolute current according to voltage in
case of real process water sample in 2nd stage
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Figure 30. Demineralisation rate according to voltage in case of
artificial test solution

Figure 31. Demineralisation rate according to voltage in case of
real process water sample

Figure 32. Extraction percentage according to voltage in case of
artificial test solution

Figure 33. Extraction percentage according to voltage in case of
real process water sample
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An increase in the applied voltage increased the extraction rate of all analysed ions, thus the
demineralisation rate too, as expected. The percentage extraction of the followed ions are
illustrated in Figure 32 and Figure 33.
Based on percentage extraction, in case of the real process water sample sodium and
sulphate removal were three-fold higher than in case of the artificial one. The heavy metal
removals were higher than 85% in both cases at all examined applied voltages, however it was
over 99% in case of the real process water all along. Cl- ion was found to be the most hardly
removable ion, followed by SO42-; NO3-, Na+, while the most easily removable ions were the
Ni2+ and the Cu2+. The percentage extraction also depends on the initial ion concentrations and
groves with increasing voltage in both cases. Very good percentage extraction efficiency was
experienced already at 6 V in both water cases.

Figure 34. Separation coefficient according to voltage in case of artificial test solution

Figure 35. Separation coefficient according to voltage in case of real process water sample
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The separation coefficients indicates the removal tendency of individual ions relating to
the slowest eliminating ion, these values are illustrated in Figure 34 and Figure 35. Higher
differences between the separation coefficients related to the limiting component (sodium or
sulphate) were observed at low applied voltage. With increasing voltage this difference was
reduced, moreover at 10 V it could be neglected. Aiming selective separation of ions, it is
advisable to choose smaller applied voltage, though with the increasing selectivity the velocity
of salt removal would be decreased concurrently.
Similar shapes and run-down of the conductivity curves were observed in both water’s
cases during 1 h treatment period of ED. Similar trends in absolute current were obtained as
well; after the high initial current values a decreasing curve could be observed, what is
proportional with the change of ion content and conductivity of the diluate stream. At lower
concentrations higher demineralisation rates were observed, which could be elevated with
increment of applied voltage, as expected. 96.5 % demineralisation rate was reached already at
6 V regarding the concentrated artificial model solution. It was found, that the most hardly
removable ion was the Na+, while the most easily removable were the Ni2+ and the Cu2+. Very
good percentage extraction efficiency already at 6 V was experienced in both samples cases. It
was also observed, that with increasing voltage the difference was reduced between the
separation coefficients related to the limiting component.
According these results, it was successfully demonstrated that ED is an efficient method
for the simultaneous removal of heavy metal ions and salts from artificial and real industrial
process waters in the examined concentration range, up to 20000 µS/cm initial conductivity.
Regarding the examined types of process waters the minimal applicable voltage of this method
was determined as well. Based on the results detailed above, I recommend 6 V or higher to be
applied for the treatment of process waters with similar composition.
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3rd stage: Comparison of NF and ED efficiency
In the 3rd stage of the study the efficiencies of NF and ED were compared in respect to
salt and heavy metal removal in both case of model solutions and real process waters.
Concerning NF experiments pure water fluxes were measured before and after the
samples’ filtration. In case NaCl and Na2SO4 model solutions, pure water fluxes were stable,
and those measured after the samples’ filtration proved that the membrane was successfully
recovered and almost the same values could be reached (see Figure 38 and Figure 39). This
implies that the membrane remained intact during the filtration process.
Table 15. Conductivity values [µS/cm] of feed (0), permeate charges (1P-6P) and
retentate (R) during NF

0
1P
2P
3P
4P
5P
6P
R

500
ppm
965
322
376
451
580
756
1101
3180

NaCl
1000 2000
ppm ppm
1962 3720
769
1783
860
2070
1030 2370
1277 2830
1651 3440
2330 4540
5600 9350

6000
ppm
10660
6240
7000
7630
8720
10 280
12 620
21 600

500
ppm
954
290*
35
33
32
32
38
5480

Na2SO4
1000
ppm
1808
19
24
26
30
34
48
9900

2000
ppm
3490
35
36
39
42
52
80
18240

703-710

704

703CN

6040
2280
2350
2570
8870

29 300
21 500
25 500
27 700
29 100
30 700
43 000

93 200
74 400
80 600
85 500
103 800

* high conductivity at 1P was observed due to contaminated sample holder

In case of the model solutions slightly “S”-shaped flux curves were observed, as the
solutions gets more concentrated during the filtration, the driving force decreases (Figure 36
and Figure 37). With increasing initial concentration, the flux decreases as expected.
In case of the real process waters the pure water flux before and after sample filtrations
were determined as well. Likewise as the model solutions, after an initial phase i.e. recovery
rate of 0 – 0.2, the flux became stable and almost the same pure water flux returned after the
filtration (see Figure 40, Figure 41 and Figure 42). The recovered pure water flux proves that
no chemical reaction occurred during filtration between real process waters and the membrane,
so DL membrane can be used for the treatment of these types of waters.
“S”-shaped curves were observed during the flux measurement of the real process waters
similarly to those of model solutions. In case of the complexing agent-containing solutions
(labelled as 703-710 and 703CN) the flux declines were much more rapid and the driving force
approached zero, so filtrations were stopped at Y=0.5. Even though process water labelled 703710 had the lowest initial and final conductivity correlating with ion concentration, complexing
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Figure 36. NaCl permeate flux in 3rd stage

Figure 37. Na2SO4 permeate flux in 3rd stage

Figure 38. NaCl pure (distilled) water flux in 3rd stage

Figure 39. Na2SO4 pure (distilled) water flux in 3rd stage
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Figure 40. Sample 703-710’s flux

Figure 41. Sample 704's flux

Figure 42. Sample 713CN's flux
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agent content and its osmotic pressure had higher influence on permeate flux.
The conductivity is in good correspondence with the total salinity, so this parameter was
used to estimate the total salt content. Since NF membrane rejects multivalent ions, while
monovalent ions can pass through it, permeates continuously enriched in monovalent ions in
advancement of NF experiment, resulting in an increasing conductivity of permeates. In case
of real process water samples, conductivity reached a minimum at the 1st permeate charge (1P)
likewise in case of the NaCl model solutions, this indicates the high monovalent ion content of
the real process waters. For Na2SO4 test solutions similar trend was observed, except for the
1st charge of 500 ppm test solution, which was unfortunately contaminated, as it is visible in
Table 15.
According to these results, filtration with a batch NF system must be stopped at the first
period of the NF process; after reaching approx. 20% recovery rate, while at a continuous
operating mode the permeate/feed ratio should be set at 0.2.
During ED experiments change of conductivity was continuously followed during the
1 h treatment period both for diluate and concentrate phase. In case of the model solutions at
6 V applied voltage for 1 h almost zero conductivity was measured for the diluates at each
concentrations of all model solutions. At the same time symmetric and similar curves were
observed, as it is illustrated in Figure 43 for NaCl and Figure 44 for Na2SO4, which indicate
that the salt content certainly remained in the concentrate phase, and not crystallized or
precipitated. Curves starting from the same data point represent feed conductivity of the relating
diluate and concentrate curves: while conductivity of diluate continuously decreases,
conductivity of retentate continuously increases at the same extent.
Considering real process waters, sample labelled 703-710 was in the concentration
range of the model solutions, having similar conductivity as the 1 to 1 volumetric mixture of
2000 and 6000 ppm NaCl solution and acted similarly to model solutions, resulting in a final
diluate conductivity of 49 µS/cm. Noteworthy that this type of water contained complexing
agent. The other two process waters represented extreme circumstances (see conductivity
values in Table 16), still final conductivity of sample labelled 704 after 1 h was one order of
magnitude lower than that of initial. After 1 h treatment of sample 703CN, conductivity
decreased only to 2/3rd of the initial value. At the same time conductivity curves of samples 704
and 703CN are almost straight, assuming the ED process is in the initial phase (see Figure 45).
This phenomenon indicates that aiming more effective ion removal the treatment time should
be elongated and/or the applied voltage should be increased. The initial and final conductivities
of the process water samples are summarised in Table 16.
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Figure 43. Change of conductivity during ED in case of NaCl model solutions

Figure 44. Change of conductivity during ED in case of Na2SO4 model solutions

Figure 45. Change of conductivity during ED in case of the real process waters
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Table 16. Initial and final conductivities of the process water samples during ED
Process
water sample
704
703-710
703CN

Initial
Conductivity
[µS/cm]
28 800
6150
92 600

Final
Conductivity of
the DIL [µS/cm]
2350
49
58 100

The change of absolute current was followed during the whole ED process. In case of
the model solutions high initial current was observed at the beginning, which declines
with the advancement of the process and reaches 0.00 A at the end providing an almost
complete desalination (Figure 46 and Figure 47). Concerning sample labelled 703-710,
which is in the model waters’ conductivity range, same trend is visible as well. Though for
extreme conditions (process waters labelled as 704 and 703CN), the absolute current
remains

high

indicating

a

still

highly

active

ED

process

(see

Figure

48).

Almost straight current line of sample labelled 703CN verifies that after 1 h ED process is still
in the initial phase of treatment. Both phenomena confirm that for extremely high conductivity
process waters the treatment time and/or the applied voltage should be increased for even better
or complete ion removal.
Demineralisation rate (DR%) of NF and ED were also compared. Considering the
model solutions’ demineralisation rate during NF the separations of mono- and
bivalent ions could be observed. In case of NaCl solutions the DR% varied between 41.5 and
66.6% and with increasing initial concentration DR% declined, while in case
of Na2SO4 solutions the DR% was always above 96.6% and slightly increased with
increasing initial concentration.
The separation coefficient shows how fast components are eliminated during the ED
related to the slowest eliminating component. In case of sample labelled as 703-710
having the lowest initial conductivity, there was not significant difference between the
separation coefficients.
Due to the relatively low initial ion concentrations all the ions were eliminated
equally fast. In the cases of the other water samples the most hardly removable ion was the
sulphate ion, followed by sodium-, then nickel- and copper ion, while the most easily
removable was the chloride ion. Regarding that the initial chloride ion concentration
was the highest, with several order of magnitudes (see the initial sample compositions
in Table 8), chloride ion had the highest probability to transport through the membranes.
The process water samples’ separation coefficients are shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 46. Change of absolute current during ED in case of NaCl model solutions in 3rd stage

Figure 47. Change of absolute current during ED in case of Na2SO4 model solutions in 3rd
stage

Figure 48. Change of absolute current during ED in case of the real process water samples in
3rd stage
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While in case of ED no significant difference could be observed between model solutions’
DR%; they all were above 98% independently of the initial concentration. ED was proven to
be at least 30% more efficient than NF for exclusively monovalent-ion-containing test solutions
(see Table 17). Similar values were achieved for Na2SO4 test solutions, both NF and ED showed
DR% over 96%.
Regarding the real process waters NF had a DR% between 20.2% and 62.3%, while
ED’s values were in the range of 37.3% and 99.2%. Of ED experiments the lowest DR% was
calculated for sample labelled as 703CN, though it should be noticed, in this case ED was still
in its sorely active phase, so with increased treatment time and/or applied voltage the DR%
would be enhanced. In comparison to NF, ED showed always higher DR% for all real process
water samples (Table 17).
Table 17. Demineralisation rates of NF and ED for model solutions and real process waters

DR%

NF1P

500
ppm
66.6

NaCl
1000 2000
ppm ppm
60.8 52.1

6000
ppm
41.5

Na2SO4
500 1000 2000
ppm ppm ppm
96.6 98.9 99.0

ED

99.5

99.5

99.5

98.4

99.7

98.1

98.5

703-710

704

703CN

62.3

26.6

20.2

99.2

91.8

37.3

Figure 49. Separation coefficient of ED for real process water samples in 3rd stage
Since rejection (R%) and extraction percentage (PE%) are calculated with same equation
(Eq. 4 and Eq. 12) it is obvious to compare the two treatment methods by these parameters.
Rejection values of the 1st permeate charges’ (NF) and extraction percentages of ED diluates’
at the end of the process concerning the real process waters are compared and illustrated in
Table 18. In case of sodium ion removal the ED was proven to be far more efficient than the
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NF. In case of the samples labelled as 710-703 and 704 sodium ion rejection of NF’s was 64.3%
and 34.3% respectively, while sample labelled 703CN showed an opposite behaviour, i.e. the
filtration turned into an enrichment process; the monovalent ion concentration was so high that
they were physically pressed through the NF membrane. During ED the sodium ion’s extraction
percentages were 75.2%, 99.1% and 38.9% in the case of the sample labelled as 704, 703-710
and 703CN, respectively. It was revealed that the two treatment technologies provided similar
efficiency (rejection and percentage extraction) considering heavy metal ion removal. It has to
be emphasized that in case of ED with increased treatment time and/or applied voltage the
efficiency of ion removal could be further increased for samples labelled as 704 and 703CN.
Table 18. Rejection values of NF and percentage extraction values of ED of the followed
components in case of process water samples

NF
R1P%
ED
PE%

Cu2+

Ni2+

Na+

Cl-

NO3-

SO42-

710-703

12.5

90.5

64.3

-

-

-

704
703CN
710-703
704
703CN

81.0
89.6
94.5
94.5
58.8

85.7
0.0
96.6
80.8
0.0

34.3
-6.6
99.1
75.2
38.9

100.0
100.0
48.9

0.0
0.0
0.0

97.7
60.6
10.3

This study revealed that however both NF and ED are efficient technologies for heavy
metal removal, they provide different demineralisation rates, rejection and extraction
percentage for sodium- and chloride ions. Although taking everything into account, ED seems
slightly more effective in the treatment of the examined high salinity and high salinity heavy
metal containing samples. Accordingly, it is was established that up to 30 mS/cm conductivity
process waters ED is a highly efficient method for simultaneous salt and heavy metal removal.
Though if more concentrated solutions would be treated, contact time or/and the applied voltage
should be further increased.
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4th stage: Comparison of ED and heat-pump
vacuum evaporation: desalination efficiency and
electric energy consumption
In previous experiments it was revealed that though both NF and ED can provide a
solution for simultaneously salt and heavy metal removal, but in case of NF the monovalent
ions can cause a problem, because they can pass through the membrane resulting higher
conductivity in the diluate stream.
Table 19. Followed parameters from the aspect of demineralisation rate in 4th stage
Parameter
Feed
Clear phase
Concentrate phase
Demineralisation rate (DR%)
Specific electricity consumption [kW/dm3]
Specific electric
conductivity [µS/cm]

Evaporation

Electrodialysis

11240
6.12
17935
99.9
0.543

10700
57
19700
99.5
0.059

Evaporation is wide-spread thermic method, which can produce similar low conductivity
pure phase as the ED. A more advanced and lower energy consuming version of this technique
is the heat-pump vacuum evaporator (see in 2.6.2), which was utilised in the 4th stage of
experiments. Based on this, it is advised to compare ED and heat-pump vacuum evaporation
regarding desalination efficiency and electric energy consumption. The measured and
calculated followed parameters and values are summarised in Table 19. According to the
produced clear water quality the evaporation seems to be more efficient, the final conductivity
of condensate was 6.12 µS/cm, while in case of ED the diluate’s conductivity was 57 µS/cm
after 1 h treatment period.
Both techniques provide highly efficient solution for salt removal from solutions, as the
demineralisation rate of both techniques was above 99%. In this aspect, the evaporation seems
more effective too, though the difference is not significant, only 0.4%. However the operation
time of the two technique greatly differs from each other in these experiments; the evaporation
including the 30 min heat-up period lasted for 138 min, while the ED lasted 60 min. It should
be noted that evaporation was carried out at pilot scale purifying 32 L of feed solution, and ED
was performed at laboratory scale treating 0,7 – 0,7 L of feed solution. In case of the evaporation
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the condensate’s conductivity fluctuated around 6 µS/cm during the whole treatment period,
and originating from the technology and because the quality of the feed was stable, the
demineralisation rate of the technology was stable too. While in case of ED with increment of
the operation time, better demineralisation rate could be achieved.
During the evaporation, from 32 L feed after a 30 min heat-up period followed by 60 min
treatment 6800 mL condensate, i.e. purified water was generated, while during the whole
treatment 12100 mL condensate was produced. In case of ED, 700 – 700 mL initial sample was
fed to the diluate’s and concentrate’s container, and after 60 min treatment 684 mL diluate was
recuperated. So, during 90 min evaporation 20.3%, during the whole treatment interval 37.8%
of the initial volume of feed was recuperated, while in case of ED the recuperation of diluate
was 97.7%.
The specific electric consumption related to 1 dm3 pure phase regarding evaporation in
case of 90 min operation time was 0.937 kWh/dm3, while after 138 min it decreased to
0.543 kWh/dm3. This can be explained by the high energy demand during the initial 30 min
instacionary period, and a low energy demand during the steady-state period, after vacuum and
temperature stabilised. The momentary electric current up-take was lower only with 500 W on
average during steady-state than during the instacionary period, as it is visible on the Figure 50
and Figure 52. So, any longer the evaporator operated, the technology will become more
efficient overall regarding the specific electricity consumption.
In case of ED 0.059 kWh electric energy was necessary to produce 1 dm3 diluate.
Applying ED approximately one order of magnitude lesser electric energy is required to
produce the same amount of purified water compared to the heat-pump vacuum evaporation.
It is clearly visible on the Figure 50 that in case of evaporation the momentary electric
energy consumption oscillates around a stable value. The difference is originated from a
ventilator’s momentary current up-take, which helps to transmit the heat residue remained on
the heater side. On the other hand, in case of ED the applied voltage on the cells, which is
directly proportional to total electricity up-take of the ED device, correlates to the change of
the specific electric conductivity, thus the velocity of the ion concentration change, as it is
aspectable on the Figure 51 and Figure 53.
The investigated parameters from the aspect of specific electricity consumption are
summarised in Table 20, concerning both studied techniques.
After the treatment of 6000 ppm NaCl solution, 2000 ppm Na2SO4 and three real process
waters originating from metal plating industry (labelled as 704; 703/710; 703 CN with initial
conductivity of 28800; 6150; 92600 µS/cm, respectively) were analysed and compared as well,
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according to the specific electric consumption and demineralisation rate during 1 h long ED
treatment. Data of salt removal efficiency and specific electricity consumption in case of ED
are summarised in Table 21 regarding the previously mentioned samples.
It is visible in Table 21, that though in case of samples having extreme initial conductivity
values (i.e. samples labelled as 704 and 703CN) after 1 h ED treatment the water quality didn’t
reach the technological quality, but the decrement is still significant; 26450 µS/cm in case of
sample labelled 704 and 34500 µS/cm in case of sample labelled 703CN. Even compared to the
evaporation of 6000 ppm NaCl with initial conductivity of 11240 µS/cm and decrement of
11234 µS/cm, beside of the fact that the specific electric consumption of ED still lesser with
approximately one order of magnitude compared to evaporation.
Table 20. Followed parameters from the aspect of specific electricity consumption in 4th stage
Parameter

Evaporation

Operation time [min]

30+60

Feed volume [L]

Electrodialysis

30+108
32000

Volume of vapour/diluate [L]

60
700

6800

12100

684

Conductivity of
vapour/diluate [µS/cm]

6.2

6.1

57

Recovery rate (yield) [%]

20.3

37.8

97.7

Specific electricity
consumption [kW/dm3]

0.937

0.543

0.059

Table 21. Salt removal and specific electricity consumption of samples in case of ED
Initial
conductivity
[µS/cm]

Final
conductivity
[µS/cm]

Demineralisation rate
(DR%)

6000 ppm NaCl

10700

57

99.5

Specific
electricity
consumption
[kW·h/dm3]
0.059

2000 ppm Na2SO4

3540

53

98.5

0.050

704

28800

2350

91.8

0.064

703–710

6150

49

99.2

0.054

703CN

92600

58100

37.3

0.090

Sample

Based on the executed measurements, regarding the produced clear water quality the heat-pump
evaporation and the ED were proven to be equally efficient methods for desalination of
solutions, and both technologies are capable of the separation of heavy metal ions from the clear
phase.
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Figure 50. Momentary current up-take of the evaporator in 4th
stage

Figure 51. Change absolute current of 6000 ppm NaCl sample
in case of ED in 4th stage

Figure 52. Volume of feed and purified water in 4th stage

Figure 53. Change conductivity of 6000 ppm NaCl sample in
case af ED in 4th stage
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In the 4th stage of experiments starting from 6000 ppm NaCl feed solution both
evaporation and ED provided higher than 99% demineralisation rate. In case of evaporation the
distillate’s, i.e. purified water’s specific electric conductivity was approximately 6 µS/cm
during the whole process. The conductivity of diluate in case of ED decreased continuously
with advancement of time during the treatment, and after 1 hour period it reached 57 µS/cm.
During evaporation after 30 min heat-up period followed by 60 min treatment the 20.3% of the
initial volume was recuperated in a purified condensate form, while after the total treatment
time the yield was only 37.8%. In case of ED the recovery rate of the diluate was 99.7%. In
aspect of the specific electric consumption related to 1 dm3 produced condensate or diluate the
ED was proven to be significantly more efficient compared to heat-pump vacuum evaporation,
since it needed approximately one order of magnitude lesser electric energy to generate one
unit of pure water from 6000 ppm NaCl feed solution. The specific electric consumption of ED
in case of treatment of 2000 ppm Na2SO4 and three different type of real industrial high salinity
process water was measured and calculated too, specific electric consumption of ED treatment
remained still advantageous and economic.
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5th stage: Modelling of ED
Resistance model
Calculations of resistance model described in 2.5.9 was carried out in case of NaCl and
Na2SO4 solutions to determine the specific electric conductivity function according
to Eq. 25. It has to be noted, that the resistance of anion- and cation exchange membranes
were considered in the calculation of resistance of a differential element of a diluate
compartment (see Eq. 32).
Derived from the resistance model, the calculated specific electric conductivity functions are
the followings according to Kohlrausch:
NaCl:
S
mol
mol
𝜅 [ ] = 0.01264 ∙ 𝑐 [ 3 ] − 0.00028245 ∙ 𝑐 1.5 [ 3 ]
m
m
m

(34)

S
mol
mol
𝜅 [ ] = 0.02602 ∙ 𝑐 [ 3 ] − 0.00094341 ∙ 𝑐 1.5 [ 3 ]
m
m
m

(35)

Na2SO4:

Specific electric conductivity values were determined for NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions at
different concentrations (0; 100; 500; 1000; 2000; 4000; 6000; 8000; 10000; 12000 ppm
for NaCl and 0;100; 500; 1000; 2000; 3000; 4000 ppm for Na2SO4, later converted
to mol/m3), at first by measurement, than by calculation according to the Eq. 33 and Eq. 34
derived from the resistance model. Linear calibration curves were fitted to the measured data
in both solutions’ cases. The conductivity values and the calibration curves are illustrated in
the Figure 54 and Figure 55.
Comparing the measured and calculated values it is aspectable that at low concentrations
there is no significant difference between the measured and calculated values, though
as the concentration rises the difference grows between the measured and calculated
conductivities. In case of NaCl solution up to 6000 ppm and in case of Na2SO4 up to
3000 ppm the functions provided quite precise values compared to the measurements.
On the other hand, at higher concentrations the functions used for calculations still
can provide a good approximately value or estimation of the conductivity value.
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Figure 54. Measured and calculated conductivity calibration curve of NaCl

Figure 55. Measured and calculated conductivity calibration curve of Na2SO4
According to the results above, the applicability of Kohlrausch implication was verified,
since the calculated concentrations of NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions provided good correlation
with the measured ones, and the fitted linear curves had proportions of the variance close to 1
(R2NaCl=0.995; R2NaCl=0.999) for both type of solutions.
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Modelling of absolute current
In case of 500; 1000; 2000; 6000 ppm of NaCl and 500; 1000; 2000 ppm of Na2SO4
model solutions functions were fitted with Microsoft Excel Solver on the measured absolute
current values of ED carried out at 6 V. The measured current values are summarised
in Table 22. It was found, that the most precisely fitting function is the tangent hyperbolic.
Eq. 36 describes globally the trend of absolute current during ED:
𝐼[A] = 𝐼0 ∙ tanh (−

𝑡[min]
𝑘1

+ 𝑘2 ) + 𝐼0 = 𝐼0 ∙ [tanh (−

𝑡[min]
𝑘1

+ 𝑘2 ) + 1]

(36)

where I0 [A] is the initial absolute current, k1 [min] and k2 [–] are constants and t [min] is the
operation time.
Values of I0, k1 and k2 take up different values in case of different initial concentration solutions
and at different applied voltages. These semi-empirical constants were determined in case of
the examined NaCl and Na2SO4 model solutions at 6 V, their values are summarised
in Table 23. The measured absolute current values and the fitted trends are illustrated
in Figure 56 and Figure 57.
Table 22. Measured absolute current values of NaCl and Na2SO4 during ED at 6 V
I [A]
t
[min]

NaCl

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

0

0.12

0.20

0.34

0.74

0.12

0.19

0.24

5

0.08

0.19

0.32

0.69

0.06

0.14

0.21

10

0.03

0.12

0.23

0.58

0.04

0.10

0.17

15

0.02

0.06

0.12

0.47

0.03

0.08

0.13

20

0.00

0.04

0.06

0.32

0.02

0.06

0.10

25

0.00

0.02

0.03

0.22

0.02

0.04

0.08

30

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.13

0.00

0.03

0.05

35

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.08

0.00

0.03

0.03

40

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.06

0.00

0.02

0.02

45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.02

0.02

50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

0.02

0.02

55

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

0.02

0.00

60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Table 23. Semi-empirical constants of the absolute current function
NaCl

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

I0

0.078

0.128

0.188

0.440

0.111

0.179

0.173

k1

8.134

12.476

9.378

17.587

14.415

25.480

23.172

k2

0.613

0.755

1.289

0.889

0.000

0.000

0.418

Figure 56. Measured and calculated absolute current of NaCl solutions

Figure 57. Measured and calculated absolute current of Na2SO4 solutions
According to the Eq. 33, with the help of the resistance model the absolute current can be
calculated for the momentary specific conductivity value of the solution in case of a specific
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ED apparatus. Concerning these ED experiments the relevant properties of the ED membranes
and stack are provided in Table 10.
The stack of Membrain P EDR-Z/10-0.8 unit which was utilised during these ED
experiments consists of 11 pieces of cation exchange- and 10 pieces of anion exchange
membranes, between them spacers are placed, thus it contains 10-10 pieces of diluate and
concentrate cell compartments, while before the anode and cathode rinsing solution flows. The
schematic drawing of an ED cell can be seen in Figure 7.
Eq. 33 defined with all the relevant resistances in this case is the following:
𝐼=

𝑈
10 ∙ 𝑅𝐴𝑀 + 11 ∙ 𝑅𝐶𝑀 + 𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐶

(37)

where RAM [Ω] is resistance of the anion exchange membrane, RCM [Ω] is resistance of cation
exchange membrane, RD [Ω] is resistance of the diluate and RC [Ω] is resistance of the
concentrate.
Expanded the Eq. 37, it results Eq. 38:
𝐼=

𝑈
𝑅
𝑅
ℎ
ℎ
10 ∙ 𝐴 𝐴𝑀,𝑠 + 11 ∙ 𝐴 𝐶𝑀,𝑠 + 𝜅 ∙ 𝐴 + 𝜅 ∙ 𝐴
𝐴𝑀,𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐶𝑀,𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐷
𝐶

(38)

where RAM,s [Ω·cm2] is the surface resistance of the anion exchange membrane, RCM,s [Ω·cm2]
is surface resistance of cation exchange membrane, h [cm] is the flow length, i.e. the distance
between the membranes defined by the spacers, A [cm2] is the cross-section of flow from the
aspect of the ion transport, which is equal to the effective area of each membrane, κD [S/m] is
the specific electric conductivity of the united diluate stream and κC [S/m] is the specific electric
conductivity of the united concentrate stream, both measured in the joined streams after leaving
the ED cell.
Comparison of the defined absolute current values by semi-empirical constants,
calculated function according to the resistance model and measured values are illustrated in
Figure 58 – Figure 64, for each of the NaCl and Na2SO4 samples. It is visible, that generally
the calculated current values are running higher than the semi-empirically fitted and measured
values, the calculated initial currents are approximately twofold higher than the other two. At
the same time, at the end of the treatment the rate of calculated current is very close to the other
two, in some cases, e.g. 200 ppm and 6000 ppm NaCl the three values are almost equal.
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Figure 58. Absolute current of 500 ppm NaCl in 5th stage

Figure 59. Absolute current of 1000 ppm NaCl in 5th stage

Figure 60. Absolute current of 2000 ppm NaCl in 5th stage

Figure 61. Absolute current of 6000 ppm NaCl in 5th stage
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Figure 62. Absolute current of 500 ppm Na2SO4 in 5th stage

Figure 63. Absolute current of 1000 ppm Na2SO4 in 5th stage

Figure 64. Absolute current of 2000 ppm Na2SO4 in 5th stage
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The semi-empirical values fit exactly the measured values. It is aspectable that in case of
a diluter stream, i.e. at lower current the model becomes more accurate. As the current
is in inverse proportion with the total resistance, in case of higher calculated total
resistance the model would be closer to the measured values. We calculated with ideal
circumstances, where no concentration polarisation (detailed in 2.5.6) occurs. In reality,
in case of higher concentrations and/or higher applied voltage the concentration
polarisation phenomenon near the membranes’ surfaces possibly appeared, thus
elevated the total resistance of the compartment. With raising initial concentration
the difference between the initial absolute current increased as well regarding
both types of salt solutions, and with advancement of the ED process as the stream
became more dilute the difference between the calculated and measured current
values almost disappeared, these observations confirms the hypothesis of concentration
polarisation.

Modelling of conductivity
Similarly to the absolute current model, in case of all examined NaCl and Na2SO4
model

solutions

functions

were

fitted

with

Microsoft

Excel

Solver

on

the

measured conductivity values of diluate and concentrate streams at 6 V of ED treatment. The
measured conductivity values are summarised in the Appendix (see 8.4.1 and 8.4.2.).
It was found, that on the measured values the most precisely fitting function is
the tangent hyperbolic, similarly to the absolute current’s case. In case of the concentrate
Eq. 39, while in case of the diluate Eq. 40 describes globally the trend of specific electric
conductivity’s change during ED.
µS
𝑡[min]
] = 𝐶1 ∙ tanh (
) + 𝐶3
cm
𝐶2

(39)

µS
𝑡[min]
] = 𝐷1 ∙ tanh (−
) + 𝐷3
cm
𝐷2

(40)

𝜅𝐶 [
𝜅𝐷 [
μS

μS

μS

μS

where C1 [cm], C2 [min], C3 [cm], D1 [cm], D2 [min] and D3 [cm] are semi-empirical constants.
The semi-empirical constants take up different values in case of different initial concentration
solutions and at different applied voltage. The values of these constants in case of
the examined NaCl and Na2SO4 model solutions at 6 V are summarised in Table 24.
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Figure 65. NaCl concentrate in 5th stage

Figure 66. Na2SO4 concentrate in 5th stage

Figure 67. NaCl diluate in 5th stage

Figure 68. Na2SO4 diluate in 5th stage
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Table 24. Semi-empirical constants of Eq. 39 and Eq. 40 based on measurements
NaCl
C1
C2
C3
D1
D2
D3

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

1043
10.95
948
1065
9.59
1078

1472
11.55
2279
1890
11.48
1915

3471
14.07
3638
4152
13.94
4152

8950
18.44
10845
10932
19.19
10837

1099
18.95
997
978
16.62
1004

1705
17.60
2040
1742
17.88
1779

2857
21.61
3580
3603
23.13
3610

Trends fitted on these semi-empirical constants in case of the examined NaCl and Na2SO4
model solutions are visible in Figure 65 – Figure 68. These trends based on the measured
values were used for recalculation of the model’s constants, and further calculations
were carried out with the precise value according to the Microsoft Excel’s function trends.
These recalculated constants are summarised in Table 25.
Table 25. Semi-empirical constants of Eq. 39 and Eq. 40 based on calculated trends
NaCl
C1
C2
C3
D1
D2
D3

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

1009
11.23
1112
1151
10.49
1177

1735
11.90
1996
2047
11.30
2062

3189
13.25
3764
3838
12.94
3832

9003
18.64
10837
11003
19.48
10911

1107
17.99
1075
930
16.23
964

1692
19.04
1923
1813
18.46
1839

2861
21.13
3619
3579
22.93
3590

Measured – and according to the redefined constants – the calculated specific electric
conductivity values of diluate and concentrate during the ED treatment are illustrated
on the Figure 69 – Figure 75, for all the examined NaCl and Na2SO4 model solutions. It is
conspicuous that the measured and calculated values’ curves have the same shape and
they are running together in all cases. Concerning the concentrate streams, in some cases,
i.e. 500 ppm, 1000 ppm NaCl and 500 ppm, 1000 ppm Na2SO4 the calculated values
overestimate the measured conductivity, but not significantly, while regarding the
diluate streams the calculated and measured values are almost equal through
the whole period. The relative errors differ between 1% and 6% each cases, so the
conductivity model describes the ED process precisely.
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Figure 69. Conductivity of 500 ppm NaCl in 5th stage

Figure 70. Conductivity of 1000 ppm NaCl in 5th stage

Figure 71. Conductivity of 2000 ppm NaCl in 5th stage

Figure 72. Conductivity of 6000 ppm NaCl in 5th stage
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Figure 73. Conductivity of 500 ppm Na2SO4 in 5th stage

Figure 74. Conductivity of 1000 ppm Na2SO4 in 5th stage

Figure 75. Conductivity of 2000 ppm Na2SO4 in 5th stage
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Conductivity was measured in the joined flows regarding the diluate and concentrate
streams too, as an intense attenuate attribute their values equals in each of the adequate cells,
on the other hand, conductivity characterise collectively the total ion content. According to this,
the model described and specified above can be utilised for description of other ED processes,
for artificial model solutions and real industrial process waters as well. Though the constants
must be redefined for each different composition solution and applied voltage
According to the Eq. 39 and Eq. 40, i.e. the model of conductivity run-down of
electrodialysis defined above, it can be determined for a given composition solution or process
water and applied voltage, that when the diluate or concentrate stream reaches the demanded
specific electric conductivity value. On the other hand, with rearrangement the equations, it can
be determined that in a defined treatment period of ED treatment, what scale of conductivity
value can be reached in the diluate and concentrate phase.
The model defined above could have a great benefit in case of implementation of ED
technique to a process chain for estimation the necessary operating condition, in order to meet
the required emission limits of the state, the required water quality of technological water for
reuse or the required maximal conductivity proportional to concentration, to minimize the
volume of hazardous liquid wastes.
For implementation of the model to industrial application, the main ionic components of
the process water to be treated must be determined in advance, in favour of determination of
the necessary C1, C2, C3 and D1, D2, D3 constants of the Eq. 39 and Eq. 40 for the estimation of
the concentrate and diluate streams run-down.
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5. Summary and major new
results
Summary
Enormous amount of water can be found on Earth, with a total estimated volume of
1386 million km3. Despite of this, water is considered as the second limiting resource after
crude oil. The main reason is that the accessible and directly usable amount of water is only
approximately 0.03% of the total supply [1]. Direct utilisation of water is limited first of all by
the total salt content, furthermore inorganic and organic pollutants limit the further usability.
Enormous quantity of wastewaters is generated in the industrial sector, especially in
manufacturing industries. Since change of production technologies are almost impossible
because of the production quality requirements, the focus must be turned to the efficient
treatment of wastes, e.g. reduction of volume and minimise the polluting material content of
wastes. On the other hand, the increasing population of the world requires increased demand
of water, food, energy as well as welfare products to maintain or even increase living standards
of humanity.
Due to the rapidly increasing population and expanding industry we have to consider the
preservation of possibilities for the future generations as well, so they could thrive similarly.
The principle of sustainable development desires to help finding a balance between fulfilment
of current goals of humanity, while protecting the natural resources and maintaining the stability
of natural systems. The main tool to implement this principle to the practice is the directive of
Best Available Techniques (BAT). According to the BAT, the most effective and advanced
method has to be used in favour of environmental protection, which is still economically
justified.
By means of advanced process water treatment technologies dual goal can be achieved;
to gain purified water and recover valuable compounds. Numerous techniques exist for the
treatment of metal containing liquids like precipitation, electrolysis, evaporation, ion exchange,
complex forming, etc., but usually a combination of these represents the real solution for heavy
metal removal. Among these methods, membrane processes are widely studied as
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environmentally friendly processes for heavy metal recovery because of their advantages; no
(or low levels of) chemical addition is required, unlike conventional clarification, which
generally relies on the addition of coagulants and flocculants.
Principally in manufacturing industries incorporating electrochemical industry,
electroplating plants, mining or food and beverage industry huge amount of wastewaters is
generated. As a consequence, desalination is priority and process water treatment is a crucial
part in industrial water management. Considering the treatment possibilities of high salinity
process waters, several technologies can be applied to minimize the total salinity and eliminate
the heavy metal residues. Most current technologies are evaporation, ion-exchange and
membrane technologies, especially membrane distillation, reverse osmosis, nanofiltration (NF)
and electrodialysis (ED).
Electrodialysis is an emerging technology in drinking water production, e.g. seawater
desalination or recovery of certain elements [6]. Only a few reports are available where ED is
used for metal containing high salinity waters, particularly not for real ones originating from
industry. It is beneficial to investigate the upcoming treatment opportunities, like ED in
proportion to well-known and proven technological solutions, keeping in mind the principle of
sustainable development and BAT.
The main goal of this project and my dissertation was to develop a treatment technology
for heavy metal contaminated high-salinity process waters, which is highly efficient regarding
the elimination of inorganic pollutants and energy consumption as well, keeping in mind – after
proper up-scaling – the possibility of industrial implementation.
In favour of these the NF, evaporation and ED techniques were tested and compared in 5 stages,
in case of model solutions and real process waters originating from metal plating industry.
Applicability of NF and ED were analysed and verified, and the ideal operating parameters
were specified, then the two techniques were compared from the aspect of heavy metal and salt
removal efficiency, in case of model solutions, real process water- and extreme high salinity
process water samples. ED and vacuum evaporation were compared too, regarding the
efficiency of desalination and specific electric energy consumption. Despite the similar heavy
metal rejection of NF and ED, I concluded that ED could be regarded as the most efficient
technique of the tested ones; ED can provide the highest demineralisation rate while consuming
low energy. Although economic study has not been performed, I propose the application of ED
for the treatment of high salinity heavy metal water containing process waters. At last,
mathematical modelling of ED was carried out, along with the determination of its semi-
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empirical constants, in favour of estimating the results of an ED treatment of a feed with given
composition in case of industrial application.
In the 1st stage of experiments, based on the results of previous experiments [23] DL
membrane was tested as a final NF treatment step of process water originating from an
electroplating plant, simultaneously the effect of temperature on the efficiency of the
purification was examined. It was verified that a batch NF unit can be implemented into a
process chain, if a volume reduction ratio of 2 is applied, i.e. the half of the pre-treated process
water can be further treated with NF membrane providing a drainable permeate which fulfil all
the requirements of the emission limits. In case of technology extension, continuous
nanofiltration can also be implemented into the process chain, however recycling the retentate
and mixing with the feed is a crucial point of the technology. In case of continuous NF systems,
the recovery rate can be adjusted to 0.2 or 0.25, which avoids a severe concentration of retentate
thus providing a longer operation time. On the other hand, as the solution gets more
concentrated, the possibility for ions being pressed through the membrane increases. This
confirms the importance of pre-treatment as connected technology, which aims to decrease the
loading in favour of enhancing the NF’s efficiency and elongating the lifetime of the membrane.
It was also verified that the DL membrane remains stable in case of the applied conditions and
tested water samples. It was confirmed too that temperature does not have significant effect on
the purification efficiency.
In the 2nd stage of experiments the applicability of electrodialysis in case of artificial test
solution and real process water was tested, and after prosperous results the effect of applied
voltage on ED’s efficiency was investigated regarding both types of samples.
Similar shapes and trends of the conductivity curves were observed in both water’s case during
ED treatment of 1 h treatment period. Similar character in matter of the change of absolute
current was experienced as well; high initial current, then decreasing, proportionally with the
change of ion content and conductivity of the diluate stream. At lower concentrations higher
demineralisation rates were observed, which elevated with the increase of applied voltage, as
expected. 96.5 % demineralisation rate was reached already at 6V regarding the concentrated
artificial model solution. It was found, that the most hardly removable ion was the Na+, while
the most easily removable were the Ni2+ and the Cu2+. Very good percentage extraction
efficiency could be reached already at 6 V for both samples’ cases. It was also observed, that
with increasing voltage the difference was reduced between the separation coefficients related
to the limiting component.
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According these results, it was successfully demonstrated that the ED is an efficient
method for the simultaneous removal of heavy metal ions and salts from artificial and real
industrial process waters in the examined concentration range, up to 20 mS/cm initial
conductivity. The recommendable minimal applied voltage of this method was determined as
well regarding these types of process waters; I suggest using at least 6 V.
In the 3rd stage, efficiencies of NF and ED were compared in respect of salt and heavy
metal removal in case of model solutions and real process waters.
This study revealed that both NF and ED are efficient technologies for heavy metal
removal, however they provide different demineralisation rates, rejection and extraction
percentage for sodium- and chloride ions. Although taking everything into account, ED seems
slightly more effective in the treatment of the examined high salinity and extreme high salinity
heavy metal containing samples. Accordingly, it was established that up to 30 mS/cm
conductivity process waters ED is a highly efficient method for simultaneous salt and heavy
metal removal. Though if more concentrated solutions would be treated, contact time or/and
the applied voltage should be further increased.
Evaporation is a wide-spread thermic method, which can produce similar low
conductivity purified water as ED. Based on this, efficiencies of ED and heat-pump vacuum
evaporation were compared, regarding desalination efficiency and electric energy consumption
in case of 6000 ppm NaCl test solution, afterward 2000 ppm Na2SO4 solution and three types
of real process waters originating from metal plating industry (with initial conductivity
of 28800; 6150 and 92600 µS/cm).
Starting from 6000 ppm NaCl feed solution both techniques provided higher than 99%
demineralisation rate. During evaporation after 30 min heat-up period followed by 60 min
treatment the 20.3% of the initial volume was recuperated in condensate form as purified water,
while after the total treatment time the yield was increased to 37.8%. In case of 1 h of ED
treatment the recovery rate of the diluate as purified water was 99.7%. Both techniques were
proven to be equally efficient method for desalination of solutions, beside of this both
technologies are capable of the separation of heavy metal ions from the clear phase.
In aspect of specific electric consumption related to 1 dm3 produced pure phase ED was
proven to be significantly more efficient compared to heat-pump vacuum evaporation, since it
needed approximately one order of magnitude lesser electric energy to generate one unit of pure
water from 6000 ppm NaCl feed solution. The specific electric consumption of ED in case of
treatment of 2000 ppm Na2SO4 and three different types of real industrial high salinity process
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waters were measured and calculated too, specific electric consumption of ED treatment
remained still advantageous and economic.
In the 5th stage, in favour of describing the ED process and to estimate the results of ED
treatment of a feed with given composition the resistance model was chosen. The calculations
were carried out with Microsoft Excel Solver. At first the applicability of Kolrausch implication
was tested and verified; concentration values derived from the calculated specific electric
conductivity functions were compared with known calibration curves of NaCl and Na2SO4
solutions. The calculated concentrations of NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions provided good
correlation with the measured ones, and the fitted linear curves had proportions of the variance
close to 1 (R2NaCl=0.995; R2NaCl=0.999) in both types of solutions’ cases.
Then in case of NaCl and Na2SO4 model solutions in the concentration range of an
average process water originating from metal plating industry, functions were fitted on the
measured absolute current values of ED carried out at 6V. It was found, that the most precisely
fitting function is the tangent hyperbolic. The semi-empirical constants of the function were
determined as well, which take up different values in case of different initial concentration
solutions and at different applied voltage.
Comparison of the defined absolute current values by semi-empiric constants, calculated
function according to the resistance model and measured values indicated that generally the
calculated current values are overestimate the fitted and measured values, the calculated initial
currents are approximately twofold higher than the other two. At the same time, at the end of
the treatment the rate of calculated current approached or even reached the other two. The
explanation of this phenomenon that in case of higher concentrations and/or higher applied
voltage the concentration polarisation phenomenon near the membranes’ surfaces possibly
appeared, thus elevated the total resistance of the compartment. With raising initial
concentration, the difference between the initial absolute current increased as well regarding
both salt solutions, and with advancement of the ED process as the stream became more dilute
the difference between the calculated and measured current values almost disappeared, these
observations confirm the hypothesis of concentration polarisation.
At last, similarly to the absolute current model, in case of all examined types of NaCl and
Na2SO4 model solutions functions were fitted on the measured conductivity values of diluate
and concentrate streams obtained at 6 V. It was found, that the most precisely fitting function
is the tangent hyperbolic, similarly to the absolute current’s case. Semi-empirical constants
were determined for these types of waters, too. Then trends were fitted on these semi-empirical
constants, which were used for recalculation of the model’s constants. It was found that the
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modelled values, i.e. the curves of conductivity run-down almost precisely fit the measured
values, with relative errors between 1% and 6%, each case.
By using the defined model, the conductivity run-down of ED can be calculated for a
given feed solution or process water and applied voltage. As a result, it can be determined when
the diluate stream reaches the demanded specific electric conductivity value. On the other hand,
with rearrangement the equations, it can be determined that in a defined treatment period of ED
process, what scale of conductivity value can be reached in the diluate and concentrate phase.
In this work it was verified that both NF and ED techniques are feasible for treatment of
heavy metal containing high salinity process waters, and their optimal operating condition were
determined as well for real process waters originating from metal plating industry. However, it
was revealed that they provide different demineralisation rates, rejection and extraction
percentage for sodium- and chloride ions. Taking everything into account, ED seemed to be
slightly more effective in the treatment of the examined high salinity and extreme high salinity
heavy metal containing samples. The advantages become more significant regarding the
demineralisation rate in case of high monovalent ion content of the feed. Based on the results,
it was established that up to 30 mS/cm conductivity process waters ED is a highly efficient
method for simultaneous salt and heavy metal removal. A mathematical model was also built
in favour of describing the ED process. This model could have a great benefit in case of
implementation of ED technique to an industrial process chain for estimation the necessary
operating conditions, in order to meet the required emission limits of the state, the required
water quality of technological water for reuse or the required maximal conductivity proportional
to concentration, to minimize the volume of hazardous liquid wastes.
Since the driving force of ED is electric field gradient, separation is based on the electric
charge of ions. According this, the achieved results summarised in this dissertation regarding
ED, as a matter of course, can be extended to all of the heavy metal ions present in electroplating
processes (e.g. Sn2+, Zn2+, Co2+, Pd2+, Au+, Ag+, Cr3+, Cr6+, etc.) based on their analogue
behaviour in electric field like Cu2+ and Ni2+ ions.
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Major new results
Thesis 1
It was revealed that electrodialysis (ED), which has been used in drinking water production and
energetic industry for ten years, has not been established as a technique for treatment of heavy
metal containing process waters yet. After experiments of model solutions, the ED technique
was firstly applied for treatment of real process waters originating from electroplating industry.
It was demonstrated that ED is an efficient method for the simultaneous removal of heavy metal
ions and salts from artificial as well as real industrial process waters having specific electric
conductivity up to 30000 µS/cm initially. The minimal applicable voltage of this method was
determined; 6 V or higher is recommended to be applied for the treatment of process waters
with similar compositions.
Relevant publications: I.; II.; V.; VI.; VIII.

Thesis 2
In aspect of treatment of heavy metal containing process waters, the efficiencies of
nanofiltration (NF) and ED techniques were compared. It was revealed that both techniques
represent similar efficiency and applicability for the removal of heavy metal ions; such as
81.0 – 89.6 % rejection of Cu2+ and Ni2+ for NF and 80.8 – 96.6% percentage extraction of Cu2+
and Ni2+ for ED, in the investigated 0.005 – 13.2 mg/l concentration range of them.
Relevant publications: I.; II.; VII.

Thesis 3
The effect of collective presence of heavy metal- and high salt contents on efficiency of NF
was studied, at first in case of model solutions, followed by real heavy metal containing high
salinity process waters. It was revealed that the rejection of ions was affected by their collective
presence: though NF could reject 94 – 98% of the heavy metal ions till concentration of 4 g/l,
the presence of monovalent ions (e.g. sodium- and chloride ions) have negative effect on the
rejection of heavy metals, resulting a decreased 12.5 – 90.5% rejection in a concentration range
of 0.051 – 0.888 mg/l of the heavy metal, in the presence of 1.2 – 46.8 g/l monovalent ion (Na+
and Cl-) content.
Relevant publications: I.; III.; VII.; IX.
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Thesis 4
The effect of collective presence of heavy metal- and high salt content on ED’s efficiency was
studied as well, at first in case of model solutions, subsequently real heavy metal containing
high salinity process waters. In contrast to NF, the ED represents significantly higher
elimination efficiency in presence of monovalent ions. For real process waters up to
30000 µS/cm

specific

electric

conductivity,

representing

extreme

high

salinity,

demineralisation rate of ED was higher than 91% and 99%, while those obtained for NF were
26% and 62% in case of the two studied samples representing this type of process waters.
Relevant publications: I.; VII.

Thesis 5
Energetic comparison between high-purity water producing heat-pump vacuum evaporation
and ED techniques was established that the energy requirement of ED (0.059 kW·h/dm3) was
one order of magnitude less than that of demonstrated for heat-pump vacuum evaporation
(0.543 kW·h/dm3), however the same quality of purified water could be produced by both
techniques.
Relevant publications: IV.; V.; VI.

Thesis 6
In case of real process waters, the specific electric conductivity as general characteristic
parameter provides information on the total dissolved salt content. Mathematical model based
on the resistance model and Kohlrausch implication was set up for ED process, in which
conductivity acted as the key parameter. At the same time semi-empirical constants of the
model were determined for pure NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions treated at 6 V.
It was recognised that the most precisely fitting function on the absolute current values was the
tangent hyperbolic:
𝐼[A] = 𝐼0 ∙ [tanh (−

𝑡[min]
+ 𝑘2 ) + 1]
𝑘1

where I0 [A] is the initial absolute current, k1 [min] and k2 [–] are constants and t [min] is the
operation time. Values of I0, k1 and k2 take up different values in case of different initial
concentration solutions at different applied voltages.
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Thesis 7
It was determined that with the help of the resistance model the absolute current could be
calculated for the momentary specific conductivity value of the solution in case of a specific
ED apparatus, as follows:
𝐼=

𝑈
𝑛𝐴𝑀 ∙ 𝑅𝐴𝑀 + 𝑛𝐶𝑀 ∙ 𝑅𝐶𝑀 + 𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐶

where U [V] is the applied voltage, nAM and nCM [–] are the number of anion- and cation
exchange membranes, respectively, RAM [Ω] is resistance of the anion exchange membrane,
RCM [Ω] is resistance of cation exchange membrane, RD [Ω] is resistance of the diluate and
RC [Ω] is resistance of the concentrate.
Expanded:
𝑈
𝐼=
𝑅
𝑅
ℎ
ℎ
𝑛𝐴𝑀 ∙ 𝐴𝑀,𝑠 + 𝑛𝐶𝑀 ∙ 𝐶𝑀,𝑠 +
+
𝐴𝐴𝑀,𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐴𝐶𝑀,𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜅𝐷 ∙ 𝐴 𝜅𝐶 ∙ 𝐴
where U [V] is the applied voltage, nAM and nCM [–] are the number of anion- and cation
exchange membranes, respectively, RAM,s [Ω·cm2] is the surface resistance of the anion
exchange membrane, RCM,s [Ω·cm2] is surface resistance of cation exchange membrane, AAM,eff
and ACM,eff [m2] are the effective area of anion- and cation exchange membranes, respectively,
h [cm] is the flow length, i.e. the distance between the membranes defined by the spacers, A
[cm2] is the cross-section of flow from the aspect of the ion transport, which is equal to the
effective area of each membrane, κD [S/m] is the specific electric conductivity of the united
diluate stream and κC [S/m] is the specific electric conductivity of the united concentrate
stream, both measured in the joined streams after leaving the ED cell.

Thesis 8
It was recognised, that the most precisely fitting function on the specific electric conductivity
values was the tangent hyperbolic:
•

for the concentrate stream:
µS
𝑡[min]
] = 𝐶1 ∙ tanh (
) + 𝐶3
cm
𝐶2

(41)

µS
𝑡[min]
] = 𝐷1 ∙ tanh (−
) + 𝐷3
cm
𝐷2

(42)

𝜅𝐶 [
•

for the diluate stream:
𝜅𝐷 [
μS

μS

μS

μS

where C1 [cm], C2 [min], C3 [cm], D1 [cm], D2 [min] and D3 [cm] are semi-empirical constants
and t [min] is the operation time.
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8. Appendix
List of Symbols
Symbol

Meaning

Unit (e.g.)

A

Debye-Hückel-Onsager coefficient A

A

Effective membrane area, cross-section of the flow

AOX

Adsorbable Organic Halides

B

Debye-Hückel-Onsager coefficient B

BOD5

Biological Oxygen Demand

c

Ion concentration
Initial concentration of the electrolyte in the diluate in
equivalent
Final concentration of the electrolyte in the diluate in
equivalent
Initial concentration of the followed ion/salt

S ∙ 𝑚 2 m3
∙(
[
)
mol
mol

0,5

]

m2
mg/L
0,5

C(0)D
C(t)D
C0

[(

m3
)
mol

mg/L
kmol/m3
L-1
L-1
mg/L
mg/L

CD

Initial concentration of “A” component
Concentration of component “A” in diluate after a certain
time of treatment
Initial concentration of “B” component
Concentration of component “B” in diluate after a certain
time of treatment
Concentration of the followed ion in the diluate

CODCr

Chemical Oxygen Demand

mg/L

CP

Concentration of the followed ion in the permeate

mg/L

D

Diffusion coefficient in solution

cm2/s

DR%

Demineralisation rate

%

e

Electric charge

C

EC

Current efficiency

–

EC0

Conductivity of the sample before treatment

µS/cm

ECD

Conductivity of the diluate after the treatment

µS/cm

ECP

Conductivity of the permeate after the treatment

µS/cm

CA(0)
CA(t)
CB(0)
CB(t)

]

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
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Symbol

Meaning

Unit (e.g.)

F

Faraday constant

(A·s)/mol

h

Flow length

ℎ0

Specific enthalpy of the feed solution

kJ/kg

ℎ1

kJ/kg

ℎ𝑉

Specific enthalpy of the concentrate
Specific enthalpy of the heating media entering the
equipment
Specific enthalpy of the heating media leaving the
equipment
Specific enthalpy of the vapour

I

Current, Absolute current

J
Jw

Permeate flux
Pure water flux

ℎ𝐺"
′
ℎ𝐺𝐾

M

kJ/kg
kJ/kg
kJ/kg
A
dm3/(m2·h)
dm3/(m2·h)
S ∙ 𝑚2
m3
∙(
)
kmol kmol

K

Kohlrausch coefficient

𝑚̇𝐺

Mass flow the heating media entering the equipment

kg/s

𝑚̇𝐺𝐾

Mass flow of the heating media leaving the equipment

kg/s

𝑚̇𝑉

Mass flow of the leaving vapour

kg/s

𝑚̇𝑠0

Mass flow of the dilute feed

kg/s

𝑚̇𝑠1

Mass flow of the leaving concentrate

kg/s

n

Number of membrane pairs

Pcs

NH4-N

Ammonium expressed in nitrogen

mg/L

NO2-N

Nitrite expressed in nitrogen

mg/L

NO3-N

Nitrate expressed in nitrogen

mg/L

𝑃0
𝑃̅0

Specific electricity consumption

PE%

Percentage extraction

𝑄̇𝑀
𝑄̇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

Heat flow retrieved from the working media cycle

kW

Evaporator’s heat loss

kW

R

universal gas constant

J/(mol·K)

R

Resistance of an ED cell, Total resistance

Ω

R%

Rejection

%

RAM

Resistance of the anion exchange membrane

Ω

RC

Resistance of concentrate phase

Ω

RCM

Resistance of cation exchange membrane

Ω

RD

Resistance of diluate phase

Ω

Ri

Resistance of each streams

Ω

Mean value of the total electric power consumption

0,5

(kW·h)/dm3
kW
%
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Symbol

Meaning

Rm

Hydraulic membrane resistance

m-1

S(t)

Separation coefficient

%

T

Temperature

t

Time

H

𝑡𝑗𝑚

Transport number of the counter-ion in the membrane

–

𝑡𝑗𝑠

Transport number of the counter-ion in the solution

–

TPH-GC

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons via Gas Chromatography

U

Applied voltage

V

Volume of the purified stream

V(0)D

Initial volume of the diluate solution

L

V(t)D

Final volume of the diluate solution

L

VF

Volume of the feed

Vi

Volume of the dilute or concentrate

dm3

VP

m3

x0

Volume of the permeate
volume of the condensate or diluate generated during the
examined interval
Initial concentration of the feed solution

x1

Final concentration of the concentrate

–

Y

Recovery rate or yield

–

z

Valence

–

zj

Charge of the ion

–

δ, δlayer

Diffusion boundary layer

Cm

Δp

Applied transmembrane pressure

Pa

Δt

Time interval

S

Δπ

Osmotic pressure

Pa

ε

Electric permittivity

η

Dynamic viscosity

κ

Specific electric conductivity

λ–

Limiting molar conductivity of anion

(S·m2)/kmol

Λ˚M

Limiting molar conductivity

(S·m2)/kmol

λ+

Limiting molar conductivity of cation

(S·m2)/kmol

ΛM

Molar conductivity

(S·m2)/kmol

µ

Dynamic viscosity

kg/(m·s)

υ–

Number of anions

–

υ+

Number of cations

–

Vt

Unit (e.g.)

°C, K

mg/L
V
dm3

dm3, m3

dm3
–

C2/(J·m)
(N·s)/m2; Pa·s
S/m
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Abbrev.

Meaning

BAT

Best Available Techniques

CN

Cyanide

ED

Electrodialysis

MBR

Membrane Bioreactor

MWCO

Molecular weight cut-off

N

Nitrogen

NF

Nanofiltration

NF1P

1st permeate of nanofiltration

P

Phosphor

ppm

Part per million

ppt

Part per thousand

TSS

Total Suspended Solids
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Supplementary material
Specific electric conductivity of concentrate in 5th stage
κC [S/m]
t
[min]

NaCl

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

1

1024

2240

3830

10860

988

1905

3680

2

1028

2380

3830

11460

990

2110

3830

3

1030

2520

4060

11900

1084

2230

3980

4

1202

2660

4310

12350

1163

2350

4120

5

1309

2790

4550

12780

1232

2450

4240

6

1405

2910

4780

13210

1297

2550

4390

7

1488

3010

5010

13620

1357

2640

4500

8

1561

3110

5220

14030

1412

2730

4630

9

1623

3190

5410

14430

1464

2810

4740

10

1676

3260

5600

14800

1511

2880

4840

11

1720

3320

5770

15180

1555

2950

4950

12

1758

3380

5930

15510

1597

3010

5040

13

1791

3420

6070

15860

1634

3070

5130

14

1817

3470

6190

16190

1668

3120

5220

15

1840

3500

6310

16490

1701

3180

5300

16

1859

3530

6400

16790

1731

3220

5380

17

1875

3560

6490

17060

1758

3260

5460

18

1889

3580

6570

17320

1783

3300

5530

19

1901

3600

6630

17560

1807

3340

5590

20

1911

3620

6690

17790

1828

3370

5650

21

1919

3630

6740

17990

1848

3400

5710

22

1927

3640

6780

18180

1867

3430

5760

23

1934

3660

6820

18360

1884

3460

5810

24

1940

3670

6850

18510

1900

3490

5860

25

1945

3680

6880

18650

1916

3510

5910

26

1950

3680

6900

18780

1929

3530

5950

27

1955

3690

6920

18890

1942

3550

5990

28

1959

3700

6940

19000

1954

3570

6020

29

1962

3700

6960

19080

1965

3580

6050

30

1966

3710

6970

19160

1976

3600

6090
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κC [S/m]
t
[min]

NaCl

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

31

1969

3720

7000

19290

1996

3630

6120

32

1972

3730

7010

19330

2010

3630

6140

33

1974

3730

7020

19380

2010

3650

6170

34

1977

3740

7030

19410

2020

3660

6190

35

1979

3730

7040

19450

2030

3670

6210

36

1982

3740

7040

19480

2030

3680

6230

37

1983

3740

7050

19510

2040

3680

6250

38

1985

3740

7060

19530

2050

3690

6260

39

1987

3750

7060

19560

2050

3700

6280

40

1989

3750

7070

19580

2060

3700

6300

41

1990

3750

7070

19590

2060

3710

6310

42

1992

3750

7080

19600

2070

3710

6320

43

1993

3760

7080

19610

2070

3720

6330

44

1995

3760

7090

19610

2080

3720

6340

45

1996

3760

7090

19630

2080

3730

6350

46

1998

3760

7100

19650

2080

3730

6360

47

1998

3760

7100

19650

2090

3740

6370

48

1999

3770

7110

19660

2090

3740

6380

49

2000

3770

7110

19670

2090

3740

6380

50

2000

3770

7110

19670

2100

3750

6390

51

2000

3770

7120

19670

2100

3750

6390

52

2000

3770

7120

19680

2100

3750

6400

53

2000

3770

7120

19680

2100

3760

6410

54

2000

3770

7130

19690

2100

3760

6410

55

2010

3780

7130

19690

2110

3760

6420

56

2010

3780

7130

19700

2110

3760

6420

57

2010

3780

7130

19700

2110

3770

6420

58

2010

3780

7140

19710

2110

3770

6430

59

2010

3780

7140

19710

2110

3760

6430

60

2010

3780

7140

19700

2110

3770

6430
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Specific electric conductivity of diluate in 5th stage
κD [S/m]
t
[min]

NaCl

Na2SO4

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

1000 ppm

2000 ppm

1

1040

1985

3860

10700

993

1887

3540

2

1036

1733

3860

10080

995

1707

3310

3

862

1577

3610

9580

904

1587

3140

4

751

1421

3350

9080

832

1474

2990

5

646

1267

3080

8580

767

1369

2840

6

553

1121

2820

8090

706

1271

2690

7

472

989

2550

7600

650

1180

2550

8

402

868

2300

7120

598

1093

2400

9

341

762

2060

6650

549

1013

2270

10

289

666

1830

6190

505

938

2140

11

246

580

1619

5760

464

866

2010

12

209

506

1423

5330

425

802

1891

13

178

441

1244

4920

390

742

1775

14

152

385

1087

4540

358

686

1665

15

130

337

945

4150

329

634

1557

16

112

295

820

3790

301

585

1457

17

96.2

259

709

3450

277

540

1361

18

83.3

228

613

3130

254

499

1270

19

72.6

201

529

2830

233

461

1183

20

63.4

177

458

2540

214

425

1100

21

55.8

157

396

2280

196

392

1022

22

49.3

140

343

2040

180

361

948

23

43.8

125

298

1818

166

332

879

24

39.0

111

259

1616

152

306

814

25

34.9

100

226

1430

140

282

753

26

31.5

89.9

197

1265

129

260

696

27

28.5

81.0

173

1116

119

239

643

28

25.9

73.2

152

985

110

220

594

29

23.6

66.4

134

868

102

203

547

30

21.7

60.3

119

765

94.4

186

504
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8..APPENDIX
__________________________________________________________________________

t
[min]

κD [S/m]
500 ppm

NaCl
1000 ppm 2000 ppm

6000 ppm

500 ppm

Na2SO4
1000 ppm

2000 ppm

31

18.4

50.2

94.0

596

81.1

158

465

32

17.0

46.0

85.0

527

75.4

146

429

33

15.8

42.3

76.0

466

70.1

134

395

34

14.7

39.0

69.0

415

65.3

124

363

35

13.8

35.9

62.0

369

60.8

115

335

36

12.9

33.3

57.0

329

56.8

106

308

37

12.1

30.9

52.0

295

53.1

97.9

284

38

11.5

28.7

48.0

265

49.7

90.5

262

39

10.8

26.8

44.0

238

46.7

83.8

241

40

10.2

25.0

40.0

216

43.8

77.7

223

41

97.0

23.4

37.0

196

41.1

72.1

206

42

9.2

22.0

35.0

179

38.7

66.9

190

43

8.8

20.7

32.0

163

36.5

62.2

176

44

8.4

19.5

30.0

150

34.4

57.8

163

45

8.0

18.4

28.0

138

32.5

53.9

150

46

7.6

17.4

26.0

127

30.8

50.3

140

47

7.3

16.6

25.0

117

29.1

46.9

129

48

7.0

15.7

23.0

109

27.6

44.0

120

49

6.8

15.0

22.0

101

26.2

41.2

111

50

6.5

14.3

21.0

94.0

24.8

38.6

104

51

6.3

13.7

20.0

88.0

23.6

36.3

96.0

52

6.1

13.1

19.0

82.0

22.4

34.1

90.0

53

5.9

12.6

18.0

77.0

21.3

32.2

84.0

54

5.7

12.1

17.0

73.0

20.3

30.3

78.0

55

5.5

11.6

16.0

69.0

19.4

28.7

73.0

56

5.3

11.2

16.0

65.0

18.5

27.2

69.0

57

5.2

10.8

15.0

62.0

17.7

25.7

64.0

58

5.0

10.4

14.0

59.0

16.9

24.4

60.0

59

4.9

10.1

14.0

57.0

16.2

23.2

57.0

60

4.8

9.8

13.0

57.0

15.5

22.1

53.0
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